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Richard Crawford, Co-Founder Henry Jones Art Hotel, presenting ‘Leaders as Custodians of a Brand’, Friday October 14.

our Mission
TASMANIAN LEADERS IS VALuED 
AS A KEY CONTRIBuTOR TO 
ThE TASMANIAN ECONOMY 
AND COMMuNITY ThROugh 
PROMOTINg LEADERShIP, 
fACILITATINg NETwORKS AND 
PROVIDINg SOughT–AfTER 
PROgRAMS.
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our Values
IN ALL ThAT wE DO wE wILL: 
• be authentiC, professional 
AND businesslike • celebrate 
DifferenCe IN PEOPLE, POTENTIAL 
and perspective • be inClusiVe 
AND partiCipant AND outCoMe 
focused • foster a Volunteer 
EThIC AND CoMMunity 
commitment, and • have a long 
terM fOCuS, BE CreatiVe AND 
LOOK fOR NEw solutions.

2011 Graduates at the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, Saturday April 16 L-R Ruth Forrest, Phillip Dewis, 
Poppy Fay, Guy Robertson and Jo Tubb.
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about  
tasManian leaDers
tasmanian leaders inc. (tli) is a not–for–profit 
incorporated association governed by a board of 
volunteer professionals, many of whom established the 
program. TLI annually delivers the Tasmanian Leaders 
Program (TLP), manages the Skillsbank initiative, and 
supports the TLP Alumni while also remaining  
committed to community leadership and Tasmanian 
leaders more generally. 

about the 
tasManian leaDers 
prograM
The Tasmanian Leaders Program actively develops the 
leadership talents of established and aspiring leaders 
through an intensive eleven month professional 
and personal development program. Over the year, 
participants meet at regular intervals to explore critical 
issues facing Tasmania. This is done through seminars, 
panels, field trips, case studies and retreats which expose 
participants to over 200 business and community leaders, 
experts and critical thinkers. The result is a unique and 
life changing experience that achieves positive outcomes 
for participants, their employers and Tasmania.

Poppy Fay and Simon Chandler at Parliament House, Friday March 4.

inC.

The inaugural Tasmanian Leaders Program was offered 
in 2007 and since then each program has exceeded the 
expectations of those involved. Over this time, TLI has 
had the opportunity to refine elements of the program 
and introduce new initiatives. The program will continue 
to be offered on an annual basis to develop leaders 
with a commitment to professional and community 
leadership, and encourage those leaders to pursue their 
careers here in Tasmania. 

Participants are selected through an application and 
interview process which occurs between September  
and October, with the program running from mid–
february to mid–December.
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prograM outCoMes
• MORE EffECTIVE, 

PRODuCTIVE AND 
INfORMED LEADERS IN 
ThEIR PROfESSIONS: 
BuSINESS, INDuSTRY, 
POLITICS, ThE 
PuBLIC SECTOR, ThE 
COMMuNITY AND ThE 
ARTS, AND fOR OuR 
STATE 

• A gREATER 
CONNECTION wITh, 
AND SENSE Of 
COMMITMENT TO, 
TASMANIA BY ThE 
PARTICIPANTS 

• IMPLEMENTATION Of 
fOuR SuCCESSfuL 
COMMuNITY OR 
BuSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECTS uNDERTAKEN 
BY PARTICIPANTS EACh 
YEAR
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• LONgER RETENTION 
IN TASMANIA Of, AND 
ThEREfORE gREATER 
CONTRIBuTION fROM, 
SOME Of ThOSE 
PARTICIPANTS whO 
LEAVE TASMANIA 

• RETENTION IN 
TASMANIA Of SOME 
PARTICIPANTS whO 
OThERwISE MIghT 
hAVE RELOCATED 

• CREATION Of NEw 
BuSINESS, COMMERCIAL 
AND COMMuNITY 
OPPORTuNITIES 

• ExPANDED NETwORK 
Of NATIONALLY AND 
gLOBALLY INfLuENTIAL 
ALuMNI whO REMAIN 
COMMITTED AND 
CONNECTED TO 
TASMANIA

• COMMITMENT 
BY PARTICIPANTS 
TO ONgOINg 
COMMuNITY 
PARTICIPATION 7



Message froM  
the Chair
2011 saw us deliver our fifth tasmanian leaders program 
and while the basic structure remains similar to other 
years, the program content, once again, was unique and 
tailored to critical issues relevant to Tasmania’s future (as at 
2011), as well as to the 2011 group of participants.  New 
speakers, changed topics, varied professional development, 
diverse venues and different panels are always a feature of 
each year’s TLP.  This keeps the program fresh and relevant, 
however it makes organising the annual program, resource 
intensive. 

In recruiting for the 2011 program, we were thrilled to 
receive the highest number of enquiries, highest number 
of people attending information sessions and the highest 
number of applications that we had ever received for 
the TLP.  we continued to strengthen the programs 
geographical diversity and saw even stronger interest again 
from the North-west Coast.

The TLP, in many ways, is a challenging program to 
undertake. The program days are long and concentrated 
and frequently involve lengthy travel before and after 
the sessions. The personal and professional development 
sessions stretch the participants and can also be 
confronting; the group work is time consuming and 
often intense; and the action learning and participatory 
philosophy means that participants are expected to be 
actively engaged at all times. I would like to commend not 
only the participants in completing the program but also 
their partners and family, their sponsors and employers.  
Congratulations!

2011 has also been another very busy year for Tasmanian 
Leaders Inc.  we welcomed a new general Manager - TLP 
graduate angela driver ; opened our launceston office; 
launched Skillsbank and attracted some funding support 
for three years from the philanthropic organisation 
the wD Booth Charitable Trust; said farewell to our 
Skillsbank coordinator Sarah henty while she went on 
maternity leave and welcomed Natalie hayes to take 
the Skillsbank reigns; developed and launched a new 
website and communications platform; and established, 
in conjunction with KPMg, a whole new set of processes 
(including our own accounting system), for our finance 
and book keeping.  I would like to thank TLP graduate and 
KPMg Manager, Sam horsman, for all his work guiding us 
through this transition and to KPMg for their generosity in 
enabling this.

we were also very appreciative this year to see greater 
independence for our organisation following the change 
in structure of financial support from the tasmanian 
government through the Department of Economic 

Development, Tourism and the Arts (DEDTA).  we 
thank the government for its key funding and also the 
Department for the many ways in which it supports TLI 
and the TLP and the assistance it has given throughout the 
transition.

i mentioned that we officially launched skillsbank and let 
me say how pleased we are to have this exciting initiative, 
matching the exceptional skills of our graduates with some 
of the over 5,000 Tasmanian community organisations, 
underway.  Thanks again to the Tasmanian Community 
fund for making Skillsbank possible – a program which 
not only enables our Alumni to contribute back to the 
Tasmanian Community, but also to further enhance their 
skills and expertise and continue on their leadership 
journeys. It was particularly appropriate that the launch 
was part of the Alumni Congress in Launceston and we 
thank the Alumni as well as our guest speakers Jean Paul 
from Leaders for geelong and our key-note speaker 
Jacqueline Pascarl who thoroughly inspired and challenged 
all who attended. 

to get us to the completion of our fifth program has 
involved a tremendous amount of work from many 
people. first and foremost, our dedicated Board, who 
each donate a large amount of their ‘spare time’. They all 
contribute enormously towards the program’s success as 
well as to the strategy, operation and governance of our 
organisation.  

The expert facilitation of Brian Lewis and gillian Biscoe 
has made another outstanding program possible. we 
thank them both for another year’s extraordinary 
involvement and for their skill, huge generosity and 
commitment.

with all the changes in 2011, there were bound to be 
many challenges and overcoming these would not have 
been possible without the huge time and effort of our 
Deputy Chair, Anthea Pritchard. Thank you once again to 
Anthea for all that she manages to do for our organisation 
notwithstanding her demanding job, heavy work-load and 
busy travel schedule. 

Thank you also to our other Board members Bob 
Campbell, Liz Jack, Ian Nelson and Lou Clark all of whom 
contributed extensively over 2011. unfortunately Ian 
Nelson’s term concluded during the year and we thank 
him for all his contributions over the three years that he 
has a member of the TLI Board. ginna webster, the chair 
of the TLP Alumni for a few years, replaced Ian in 2011 
and the Board is delighted to welcome ginna to this 
position and looks forward to working with her.

2011 has once again seen the involvement and impact 
of our exceptional group of Leadership Champions. 
These business and community leaders have helped the 
participants, Alumni and TLI in so many ways and we thank 
them all for their on-going support.

I mentioned that Angela Driver joined us at the beginning 
of 2011 and let me take this opportunity to thank her 
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2011 participants at Harvest Moon, Forth Valley, Friday May 12

on behalf of all the TLI stakeholders for all her hard 
work and many achievements over the year including a 
number of new financial partners, a new website and a 
host of other improvements.  

last and certainly not least, we thank the financial 
sponsors of Tasmanian Leaders, without whose support, 
the program certainly would not be possible:  

when we presented the TLP proposal to the then 
Premier, Paul Lennon, back in 2004, we explained that 
the smaller corporate base in Tasmania meant that we 
needed the government’s funding to get the program 
started and also envisaged that its on-going support 
would be required.  we have been thrilled by the 
broadening of our support base over the years which 
has enabled the Tasmanian government to reduce its 
contribution both in real terms and proportionately, over 
the years.  however, the government remains our most 
significant funder and we thank them again and also the 
dedta specifically, for their vital on-going support.  

A huge thank you, also, to our two major cash sponsors, 
pitt&sherry and the three water boards – Ben Lomond 
water, Cradle Mountain water and Southern water. 
their financial support and involvement in the program 
has been a tremendous boost to our organisation and 
the program in particular.

Thank you to the federal group which has, once again, 
provided excellent facilities and significant financial 
support for our Residentials and accommodation for 

guest speakers at some of our Linking Sessions. we 
were also very pleased this year to welcome federal’s 
CEO, greg farrell as a panellist at a Linking Session on 
Tasmania’s brand and impact on our economy. Thank 
you also to wIN Television which joined us as a major 
sponsor three years ago and has helped raise our profile 
each year with the Tasmanian Leaders advertisements 
during our recruitment period.

2011 saw us welcome a number of new program 
partners.  I mentioned KPMg earlier and I would also 
like to thank the Launceston Chamber of Commerce 
and Regional Development Australia – Tasmania for 
sharing some of their fantastic office space with tli in 
Launceston this year.  Thank you too, to the Department 
of foreign Affairs and Trade which has again provided 
some financial support and assisted us with guest 
speakers.

As I mentioned earlier, completing the TLP is a great 
achievement.  It also marks the early stages of each 
participant’s future leadership journey.  we trust the 
program has better equipped each participant to choose 
their path and has also introduced them to many people 
who will inspire and help them navigate that journey. we 
look forward to staying in touch and hearing all about 
their exciting times ahead. 

JOhN PERRY 
Chair, Tasmanian Leaders Inc.
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refleCtions on  
the tlp Journey  
by Dean MunDey

2011 PARTICIPANT DEAN MuNDEY ShARED hIS JOuRNEY wITh ThE TASMANIAN LEADERS PROgRAM 
AT ThE NORThERN NETwORKINg EVENT ON AuguST 19, 2011. BELOw IS A COPY Of hIS SPEECh, 
PRODuCED wITh DEAN’S KIND PERMISSION.

Thanks Jo and thanks also to David. without the support 
of uTAS, and David in particular, I wouldn’t be here 
tonight.

But in fact, it’s thanks to an alumnus of TLP that I’m 
really here. Back in 2009 Meg Archer, whom I worked 
closely with at the time, asked me to read through 
her application for the Tasmanian Leaders Program, a 
program which I must admit I’d never heard of during 
my then two and a half years in Tasmania. Meg had put 
together a strong application, so there wasn’t much for 
me to say, but what I recall thinking was “This is a great 
program for Meg – just perfect – but there’s absolutely 
no way I’d do something like that, I’m not a leader!” 
– my vision of a leader being so clichéd that I’m too 
embarrassed to share it with you.

Throughout her year in the program Meg would regale 
me with stories about what she was doing with TLP. I was 
always keen to hear what she had to share, but was very 
surprised when one day she said, “You should apply” and 
I found myself instinctively and immediately saying, “OK, 
yes, I will”.

Only a few months before I had moved to my current 
job, a role that I had taken as I was increasingly 
underwhelmed by my work life and felt the need to ‘lift 
the stakes’ and start learning again. working with the 
2IC in an organisation as large as uTAS certainly did 
lift the stakes and I still spend every day learning. what 
was unexpected – and fascinated, sometimes amused 
and often terrified me – was that i suddenly found i 
had influence. What i didn’t necessarily have was the 
confidence to use that influence, to realise its potential.

given this context it’s probably not surprising that I 
instinctively said, “Yes” to Meg’s suggestion that I apply for 
TLP.

I recently read of some neuropsychology research 
which shows that if we listen to our intuition we are 
more likely to make the best choice when dealing with 
complex decisions. undoubtedly choosing to do TLP is 
a complex decision, weighing up the perceived benefits 
alongside time commitments, financial investment, family 
and work demands, and the trepidation that something 
new can bring. My intuition has served me well in this 
case – as TLP is helping me to realise the potential my 
new position offered. It’s also helped me to make a 
commitment to Tasmania by learning more about this 
remarkable place, and it’s extended my relationships 
outside the relatively small reach of my social and work 
life.

Let me quickly recount to you some of the most 
significant experiences i’ve had so far this year : hearing 
David O’Byrne’s leadership story, and seeing the person 
behind the politician; having the chance to question 

Jeff Kennett, one of the most self-assured people I’ve 
ever met; being overcome by emotion when hearing 
of Jacqueline Pascarl’s humanitarian work and then 
sharing a table with her at dinner; stepping inside North 
west Coast businesses and having my perceptions 
turned inside out; having an intimate chat with a 
transgender sheep shearer from Mole Creek; attending 
the residentials at Strahan Village and freycinet Lodge 
and getting to know everyone better, including myself; 
having to confront some of the less attractive aspects of 
my personality while at freycinet; and most confronting, 
moving, confusing and inspiring of all: our trip to Risdon 
Prison.

more generally, it’s finding myself being interested, even 
excited, by topics that I would never choose to engage 
with previously. It’s also the personal, often one on one, 
interaction we get to have with all sorts of people who 
do all sorts of things.

I can’t really stand up here now, a little over half way 
through the program and say what TLP’s done for me. 
i’m enjoying the flurries of potential that arise from 
the experiences we’re having, the stories we’re hearing 
and the things that we’re learning, while letting it all sift 
through me. One thing it has done, however, is help me 
feel far more comfortable and confident in exploring 
what it means to have influence – in many regards, this 
makes me feel like a new person.

Anyhow, speculating about what it’s done for me is 
only part of the story, given the community projects 
we’re undertaking, our opportunity to contribute to 
community organisations through the TLP Skillsbank, and 
the strong commitment of TLP to make a difference to 
Tasmania and Tasmanians. Beyond all the learnings and 
experiences, I can’t help feel that it’s the relationships 
that we’re making and the latent potential these afford 
the Tasmanian community that are going to be the most 
important legacy of all.

Personally, I just know that something good is going 
to happen, and while, as Peter Ellyard made clear this 
afternoon, the future is uncertain, challenging and exciting, 
TLP is helping us to step into this uncertainty. And that 
is what leadership is all about. Rather than the clichés I’d 
previously tarred it with, leadership is – to me, at least 
– this art of acting in uncertainty and taking others with 
you.  And that’s something I’m really interested in.

So thanks again to my employer David Rich for the 
opportunity to undertake the TLP, to TLI for making all 
this happen, to the other employers for believing in the 
program and supporting my fellow participants, so many 
of whom are becoming great friends.

Thanks also to the partners and other supporters of 
TLP who make this extraordinary experience possible: 
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State government for their investment in TLP; our major 
partners: Pure Tasmania, wIN Television, pitt&sherry, 
Southern water, Ben Lomond water and Cradle 
Mountain water; our supporting partners: KPMg, 
Regional Development Australia (Tasmania), Launceston 
Chamber of Commerce, Department of foreign Affairs 
and Trade, and CPR. And also the Tasmanian Community 
fund for supporting Skillsbank.

and finally, thanks to meg archer – by sharing your story 
you’ve made an enormous difference to me and it’s why 
I’m so happy to be up here sharing my story with all of 
you. Thank you.

 
DEAN MuNDEY 
executive officer 
office of the provost 
university of Tasmania
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tlp 2011  
prograM
ThE 2011 TASMANIAN LEADERS PROgRAM IS COMPRISED Of EIghT TwO-DAY LINKINg  
SESSIONS AND ThREE MuLTI-DAY RESIDENTIAL RETREATS.

Residential RetReats

SESSION whERE DATE

Opening Residential Strahan Village, Strahan Thursday 3  – Sunday 6 february

Mid-year Residential freycinet Lodge, Coles Bay friday 15 – Sunday 17 July 

Closing Residential Cradle Mountain Chateau, Cradle Mountain friday 9 – Sunday 11 December

linKinG sessiOns

1GOveRnance fRIDAY 4 AND SATuRDAY 5 MARCh, 2011 Parliament house, hobart

Governance in Tasmania, 2011 Mark thomas Senior Advisor, CPR facilitator

elise archer Liberal Member for Denison, Tasmanian 
Liberals

Panellist

Helen Burnet Deputy Lord Mayor, hobart City 
Council

Panellist

Jim Wilkinson Independent Member for Nelson Panellist

Leadership – the ethical perspective natasha cica Director, Inglis Clark Centre for Civil 
Society, university of Tasmania

Presenter

Leadership styles steve Willing Coordinator Organisational 
Development, Tasmania fire Service

Presenter

Public speaking: tips and tricks Jonathon Mccomb Toast Masters Presenter

Reception in President’s Rooms with 
Tasmanian Leaders Inc. board members

sue smith President, Legislative Council host

Remember to make a difference: values 
based leadership

david O’Byrne Minister for Infrastructure, workplace 
Relations, Economic Development, Science and 
Technology

Presenter

Tasmania Together – the community’s 
plan for 2020

sakura Oddie project officer (benchmarking), 
Tasmania Together

Presenter

louise sullivan Board Member, Tasmania Together Presenter

The role of debate and dissent in public 
service

Russell Pearce Deputy CEO, Integrity Commission Panellist

simon allston Ombudsman and health Complaints 
commissioner, office of the ombudsman and health 
Complaints Commissioner

Panellist

david O’Byrne Minister for Infrastructure, workplace 
Relations, Economic Development, Science and 
Technology

Panellist

alexandra de Blas Principal, de Blas Communications Panellist

david Obendorf Veterinarian Panellist

Would you, could you,  
should you join a board?

Julie Garland Mclellan Non Executive Director 
and Board Consultant

Presenter
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3

ecOnOMy fRIDAY 15 AND SATuRDAY 16 APRIL, 2011 Queen Victoria Museum and Art gallery, Inveresk

Agri–food futures in Tasmania: 
collaborative business models

tony Mccall Senior Research fellow, Institute for 
Regional Development (IRD), university of Tasmania

Presenter

Commercialising social enterprises and 
social IDEAS

Polly McGee Senior Lecturer in Commercialisation and 
Entrepreneurship, university of Tasmania

Presenter

Leadership story Jeff Kennett ac Presenter 

Leadership for a sustainable  
Tasmanian economy

Kim Houghton Director, Strategic Economic Solutions Presenter

Site visit to Aurora Stadium Robert Groenewegen Manager, Inveresk and  
Aurora Stadium

guide

The Australia of tomorrow John daley CEO, grattan Institute Presenter

The change toolbox Owen tilbury Business growth facilitator, whK 
Business growth

Presenter

The role of government in economic 
development

amanda castray Small Business Development Director, 
Department of Economic Development, Tourism and  
the Arts

facilitator

calton Frame Corporate Relations and Sustainability 
Manager, gunns Ltd

Panellist

Joanna Orr CEO, work and Training Panellist

craig Perkins CEO, Regional Development Australia 
(Tasmania)

Panellist

Robert Wallace Chief Executive, Tasmanian Chamber  
of Commerce and Industry

Panellist

The Tasmanian economy – challenges  
and opportunities

Mark Bowles Chief Economist, Tasmanian Chamber  
of Commerce and Industry

Presenter

Trade policy and perspectives and 
Tasmania’s export performance

edward sulikowski Director, Department of foreign 
Affairs and Trade

Presenter

Business and innOvatiOn ThuRSDAY 12 AND fRIDAY 13 MAY, 2011 
North west Coast of Tasmania

Business and Innovation on the NWC Jason Purdie Editor, The Advocate Panellist

Penelope dodd founder and Project Manager, Produce 
to the People

Panellist

lara Hendriks Regional Manager, Department of 
Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts

Panellist

Roger Jaensch Executive Chairman, Cradle Coast 
Authority

Panellist

Leadership story Jacqueline Pascarl Social Entrepreneur,  
Operation Angel

Presenter

Leadership story and site tour lee Whiteley Managing Director, Southern Prospect Presenter

Leadership story and site tour Royce Fairbrother Chairman, fairbrother group Presenter

North West Coast: an overview Janelle allison Director, Institute for Regional 
Development, university of Tasmania, Cradle Coast Campus

Presenter

Site tour Botanical Resources Australia Matthew Greenhill Operations Manager, Botanical 
Resources Australia

guide

Site tour Harvest Moon neil armstrong Managing Director, harvest Moon guide

simon drum Senior Manager, harvest Moon guide

Mark Kable Agricultural Director, harvest Moon guide

Site tour Haulmax Bob calvert global Marketing Manager, haulmax guide

Site tour Hellyers Road Distillery Mark littler general Manager,  
Betta Milk Co–operative Society Ltd

guide
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cOMMunity fRIDAY 24 AND SATuRDAY 25 JuNE, 2011 gagebrook Community Centre, gagebrook

Community safety  
– offenders, victims and sentencing

Ginna Webster Director Community Corrections, 
Department of Justice

facilitator

Michael Hill Tasmania’s Chief Magistrate Panellist

simon Paul Coordinator, Clarendon Vale 
Neighbourhood Centre Inc.

Panellist

debra Rabe Manager Victim Support Services, 
Department of Justice

Panellist

Glen Woolley officer–in–charge, hobart division – 
Tasmania Police

Panellist

Dinner with Loui’s Van Janelle Kava Loui’s Van, St Vincent de Paul host

Leadership story Janis McKenna CEO, Carers Tas Presenter

david sadler director, hse australia pacific barrick Gold Presenter

Site visit to Risdon Prison Robert Bonde Acting Assistant Director of Prisons, 
Department of Justice

guide

Jo Maxfield general Manager, Risdon Prison Complex, 
Department of Justice

guide

Robert Mccafferty Correctional Manager, Tasmania 
Prison Service, Department of Justice

guide

Greg Partridge Acting Director of Prisons, Department 
of Justice

guide

Social inclusion – trends and strategies david adams Professor Management and Innovation, 
university of Tasmania

Presenter

Social responsibility – whose responsibility? Rob Woolley Owner, Tasmanian Pure foods Ltd  Presenter

stuart Foster Social Program Secretary, Salvation Army Presenter

Speaker at dinner with Loui’s Van Pat Burton food Program Manager – Tasmania,  
Second Bite

Dinner 
guest

The science of flourishing:  A helicopter 
view of the science of happiness

World café – personal stories from 
different communities

Katherine street Coach, Trainer and facilitator,  
People flourishing

Presenter

leonie dickson aboriginal health liaison officer, 
Department of health and human Services

Panellist

Kiros Hiruy PhD Candidate, Institute for Regional 
Development

Panellist

sharon Jones Educator/Counsellor, working It Out Panellist

lucy lester Personal helpers and Mentors, Anglicare Panellist

 

tecHnOlOGy fRIDAY 19 AND SATuRDAY 20 AuguST, 2011 university of Tasmania, Newnham

Augmented reality in action – tour of HIT 
Lab (Human Interface Technology)

Julia Mollison Executive Assistant, School of Computing 
and Information Systems

guide

Mark Zasadny Lecturer and Senior facilitator 
Simulation, university of Tasmania

guide

Implications of the NBN for Tasmania darren alexander CEO, Autech Presenter

Media training Becher townshend Managing Director, font PR Presenter

callan Paske Consultant, font PR Presenter

National Broadband and the Digital 
Economy

Reid elliot Assistant Director, Broadband, 
Communications and Digital Economy

Presenter

Site visit to the School of Nursing 
Simulation Laboratory

nigel chong Lecturer – Manager of Simulation 
Operations and Development, university of Tasmania

guide

The future effects of technology Kim Foss Manager, VET Strategies and Product 
Development, The Skills Institute

facilitator

terry Hannan Clinical Associate Professor, School of 
human health Sciences, university of Tasmania

Panellist

John McGee Director Digital futures, Strategy, Enterprise 
and Regional Communities Division

Panellist
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luke Manhood Detective Senior Sergeant, fraud and 
e–Crime Investigation Services, Tasmania Police

Panellist

What will Tasmania look like 50 years 
from now?

Peter ellyard futurist and Professional Speaker Presenter

Leadership story Greg Mccann Managing Director, Excentor Presenter

sustainaBility fRIDAY 23 AND SATuRDAY 24 SEPTEMBER, 2011 Entura 
(hydro Tasmania Building) Cambridge and university of Tasmania, Sandy Bay

Debate: Sustainability is about best 
practice not innovation

Jim Mccormack Director, whetstone Pty Ltd affirmative

Helen norrie Lecturer,  
School of Architecture and Design, university of Tasmania

affirmative

Greg Barns Barrister, writer and Company Director affirmative

leon compton Presenter, ABC Radio Compere

ian dunbabin Executive Manager, Service Delivery, 
Southern water

Negative

Phil Harrington Principal Consultant, Climate Change, 
pitt&sherry

Negative

Jonathon West Professor and founding Director, 
Australian Innovation Research Centre

Negative

Economic vs. Environmental vs. Social 
Sustainability – are they mutually 
exclusive?

todd Houstein executive officer, sustainable living 
Tasmania

facilitator

chris Harries Environmental and Social Advocate Panellist

tony Westmore Policy Analyst, Australian Council  
of Social Service

Panellist

elaine stratford Professor of Economics,  
School of geography and Environmental Studies,  
university of Tasmania

Panellist

Enneagram workshop Michael Field ac facilitator 

Sustainability energy in Tasmania evangelista albertini Chief Technical and Operations 
officer, hydro tasmania

Presenter

Sustainability lessons from Antarctica tony Press CEO, Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems  
Co-operative Research Centre

Presenter

Sustainability: an overview and its 
application to modern business

John Pitt CEO, pitt&sherry Presenter

Tasmania into the future – a sustainable 
environment?

John lord Chairman, Tasmanian Irrigation Pty Ltd Presenter

BRandinG fRIDAY 14 AND SATuRDAY 15 OCTOBER, 2011 
School of Architecture and Design, university of Tasmania, Inveresk

Branding and the Tasmanian economy Roisin Mccann Presenter, ABC Radio facilitator

david Byard Tasmanian farmers and graziers 
Association

Panellist

sinclair davidson Professor of Economics, RMIT 
university

Panellist

Greg Farrell Managing Director, federal group Panellist

lara Giddings Premier, Tasmanian Labour Party Panellist

terry long CEO, Minerals Council Panellist

Ethics: authenticity and brand damage Rick Marton Brand Engagement Specialist, Effectively 
Natural

Presenter

History of the Tasmanian brand Bob Rutherford Deputy Secretary (Energy and 
Resources), Department of Infrastructure, Energy and 
Resources

Presenter
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Is Tasmania’s brand sick?  
How do we get better?

anthea Pritchard group Marketing and Sales 
Executive, Blundstone

facilitator

Ken Jeffreys Corporate Relations and Tourism Manager, 
forestry Tasmania

Panellist

nathan Males founder and former CEO, Tasmanian 
Land Conservancy

Panellist

Kim seagram Partner/Marketing Manager, Stillwater and 
Black Cow

Panellist

Will Hodgman Tasmanian Leader of the Opposition, 
Tasmanian Liberals

Panellist

Leaders as custodians of a brand Richard crawford Co–founder, henry Jones Art hotel Presenter

Leadership story and case study:  
King Island Dairy

Helen Waterworth general Manager, helen 
waterworth Enterprises

Presenter

Performance management  
– inspiring peak performance

sally dark Director Consulting, KPMg Presenter

cReativity, cultuRe and PROsPeRity fRIDAY 18 AND SATuRDAY 19 
NOVEMBER, 2011  Terrapin Rehearsal Room, Salamanca Arts Centre and Backspace Theatre, hobart

Applying creativity to business  
strategy and career planning

Josh nester head of Strategy, ThINK: Education group Presenter

Creative organisational culture liz Jack Deputy Secretary, Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts

facilitator

Paul adams Director, Advisory, KPMg – hobart Presenter

Jill currey Manager, Organisational Learning, university 
of Tasmania

Presenter

Creativity in education and the  
workforce of the future

Jan Batchelor Manager State and National Programs, 
Department of Education

facilitator

John armstrong Philosopher–in–Residence, Melbourne 
Business School

Panellist

Mark Prichard Big Picture School Panellist

Martin Rees Partner, KPMg – Launceston Panellist

leigh tesch Arts and health Consultant, facilitator and 
Evaluator

Panellist

History and ritual of creativity neil cameron Theatre Director, Author, Teacher and 
Consultant

Presenter

Humour in the work place daryl Peebles Senior Communications Consultant, 
Corporate Communications, Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts

Presenter

Is creativity and culture the luxury  
of a prosperous society?

Maree Fudge Partner, RDS Partners facilitator

Richard dowling Senior Economic Advisor, Tasmanian 
Premier/Treasurer

Panellist

Jeff Malpas Professor of Philosophy, university of 
Tasmania

Panellist

ian Pidd Artistic Director, Junction Arts festival Panellist

Leadership story Bernadette Black founding Director, Brave foundation Presenter

Making place – Pechu Kucha Ross Honeywill NEO Consulting facilitator

Jane Bennett Independent Consultant and Non 
Executive Director

Panellist

Peter Poulet Tasmanian State Architect Panellist

angela Frost Community Cultural Development 
worker

Panellist

Paul Muller Research Associate, Australian Innovation 
Research Centre

Panellist

Tasmania and the NEO economy Ross Honeywill NEO Consulting Presenter
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graDuates

 “ TLP hAS REINfORCED MY 

COMMITMENT TO TASMANIA, 

AND MY BELIEf ThAT wE AS A 

STATE hAVE ThE KNOwLEDgE 

AND RESOuRCES TO 

OVERCOME CuRRENT AND 

fuTuRE huRDLES. ”

ian  
aDaMs
Southern Cross Care (Tas) Inc.

ChIEf OPERATINg OffICER

Ian considers himself very fortunate, proud and 
somewhat lucky, to have been able to remain in 
Tasmania and has had many opportunities, with 

support from his family and employers, for personal and 
professional development. Completing the TLP has enabled 

him to continue along this path. After being employed in 
various roles within different industries, Ian developed a clear 
preference for working with people in service orientated 
industries. This, together with his desire to remain within 
Tasmania, led him to his current role within Southern Cross 
Care (SCC). SCC is Tasmania’s largest aged care provider; 
providing community care services, independent living options 
and residential care across Tasmania. His role involves the 
management of the state-wide service aspects of the 
business, overseeing finance, IT, maintenance, catering and 
other corporate services. This provides a great deal of variety 
(and challenge) within his role on a day-to-day basis, as the 
organisation aims to provide, improve and grow the services 
and facilities it offers to the Tasmanian community.

There are many words and terms I would use to 
describe the TLP experience, of which challenging, 
thought-provoking and enlightening immediately jump 
to mind. however, the greatest benefit i obtained was 
the professional networking and exposure to businesses 
that I otherwise would not have had the chance to meet 
or visit. while I totally underestimated the commitment 
the program would require (time-wise, intellectually and 
emotionally) the benefits gained will be long remembered 
and valued, whereas the former is already behind me. 
the highlight for me was definitely the people - the 
participants, presenters, and those people who opened 
their doors to us during the year. It will be from these 
new connections and what I learned from them that 
I anticipate will guide and support me into the future, 
wherever that may be.

while it may be some time before I fully realise the 
benefits gained by completing the program, the immediate 
benefit has been the growth in my personal perspective, 
the opening of my eyes and mind to different aspects 
of and within the community, and the ideas I have 
gained from this. I have also developed a number of 
strong relationships with other program participants 
who provided much needed support to me during and 
subsequent to completing the program. while I have no 
idea of where I will journey into the future, the TLP has 
reinforced my commitment to Tasmania, and my belief 
that we as a State have the knowledge and resources to 
overcome current and future hurdles that will be placed in 
our way. I know I will be doing my bit to ensure the lives 
of those I impact upon are improved and that my children 
get the same opportunities (or more) that I did.
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lucy 
byrne
Active Launceston Manager

uNIVERSITY Of TASMANIA

After growing up in rural Tasmania, Lucy Byrne moved 
to Victoria to study Recreation Management at Victoria 
University. She graduated in 2000 with the Parks and 
Leisure Australia award for ‘Student of Excellence’. In 
2008, following experiences at the Melbourne Sports and 
Aquatic Centre, Melbourne Juvenile Justice Centre, Freycinet 
Lodge, Launceston City Council and TAFE Tasmania, Lucy 
was offered a position with the University of  Tasmania to 
develop and manage a highly successful community driven 
project – Active Launceston. In 2009 Lucy was awarded 
the ‘Vice Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding Community 
Engagement’ for her work with the Active Launceston 
project. Lucy also consults in the areas of strategic recreation 
and leisure planning, event management, health promotion 
and community wide physical activity program development.

The 2011 Tasmanian Leaders program has been an 
amazing and life changing experience. The main reason 
I was initially attracted to this program was the possible 
learnings that could be derived from areas outside my 
industry. I have thoroughly enjoyed all aspects of the 
program: from the leadership and management theory 
presented at the Residentials, through to the knowledge 
gained on the wide range of topics offered at the 
monthly Linking Sessions, and of course the inspiring 
leadership stories. The networks and professional 
connections I have made have been incredible and far 
more diverse than I could have imagined. One of the 
most valuable components of the program is the lifelong 
friendships I have developed along the way.

Tasmania is such a special place to live and work 
and I am now, as always, committed to its ongoing 
improvement. I am certain that the experiences gained 
through the Tasmanian Leaders Program will have an 
effect on the level on which I give back to the Tasmanian 
community in years to come, and will most definitely 
shape the way in which I develop my career.  TLP has 
provided a safe space for much personal and professional 
reflection for me and, as such, i have been honoured to 
be included in such a fantastic program. 

 

“ I AM CERTAIN  

ThAT ThE ExPERIENCES 

gAINED ThROugh ThE 

TASMANIAN LEADERS 

PROgRAM wILL hAVE AN 

EffECT ON ThE LEVEL AT 

whICh I gIVE BACK TO ThE 

TASMANIAN COMMuNITY IN 

YEARS TO COME, AND wILL 

MOST DEfINITELY ShAPE ThE 

wAY IN whICh I DEVELOP MY 

CAREER. ”
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simon 
ChanDler
Acting gM, freight Services

TASRAIL

(formerly Electrical Projects Manager, TYCO 
TAMAR)

Simon Chandler best describes himself as an 
enthusiastic asset manager with experience in both 

the power and rail industries. He holds a degree in 
Electrical Power Engineering and a Graduate Certificate 

in Maintenance Management. He has also held a variety 
of positions in business management. For many years 
he has volunteered his time to rail preservation societies 
within the state and for the last three years has been an 
active volunteer firefighter with the Perth Fire Brigade. He 
is passionate about his family, his model trains and his 
collection of early Holden automobiles.

Looking back over the program, I am still amazed by 
the breadth and depth of experiences I have had and 
the people I have met. I have a new-found respect and 
admiration for the many talented people who make this 
state the wonderful place that it is. The notable highlights 
for me were meeting many of our influential political 
and civic leaders, whom I normally would not have the 
chance to meet; and also visiting a number of Tasmania’s 
innovative businesses. The most unexpected part of the 
program for me was the opportunity for deep personal 
reflection, allowing me to challenge a number of beliefs 
I had about who I am and what I want to achieve in my 
life.

Since participating in the program I have found a new 
spark of enthusiasm to continue to make a difference 
in my community. The leadership techniques that 
we have been exposed to throughout the year have 
certainly helped me to better understand who I am as 
a leader, what my strengths and weaknesses are, and 
how I can change to be more effective. The friendships 
and networks that I have developed will provide 
opportunities to draw on a variety of skills to facilitate 
change in my workplace, in both a paid and volunteer 
capacity. 
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“ SINCE PARTICIPATINg 

IN ThE PROgRAM I hAVE 

fOuND A NEw SPARK Of 

ENThuSIASM TO CONTINuE 

TO MAKE A DIffERENCE IN MY 

COMMuNITY. ”
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amanda 
Daly
Senior Analyst, Policy and Research

TASMANIAN DEPARTMENT Of hEALTh  
AND huMAN SERVICES

Amanda Daly has worked for the Tasmanian  
Department of Health and Human Services in  
various health and social policy roles since 2003.  
Her main policy interests include collaborative  
governance, population, health and wellbeing, and health 
services sustainability. Amanda holds a Bachelor of Arts 
(Hons.) and Master of Public Policy from the University of 
Tasmania, where she was admitted to the Dean’s Role of 
Excellence and Golden Key International Honor Society in 
recognition of her outstanding academic achievement.

I believe the Tasmanian Leaders Program offers a unique 
opportunity for personal growth and development 
that is simply not available in the workplace or other 
management and leadership programs. when I began 
the program, I hoped that it would expose me to 
issues outside of my own field, to new ideas and 
ways of thinking, and to contemporary leadership 
and management theory.  The program has met these 
expectations and more. Linking Sessions on the topics of 
‘community’ and ‘sustainability’ were absolute highlights 
for me, as they allowed me to consider the broader 
impact of the work I do in health and human services.  
I would recommend the program to anyone seeking to 
broaden their skill set and contribute more effectively to 
their workplace and community.

The Tasmanian Leaders Program has helped me to 
become more effective in my role and to improve the 
contribution I make to health and social policy. I now 
have a better understanding of how I can ‘step-up’ and 
contribute more positively to my workplace – both 
now and in the future. I also have a renewed sense of 
enthusiasm, resilience and ability to overcome obstacles. 
This type of succession training will better equip my 
organisation to manage the many challenges it will face in 
the future. In the next few years, I hope to take greater 
initiative in my work and to help motivate those around 
me. I want to set a positive example to my peers and 
other young people in the workplace. 

 

“ I ALSO hAVE A  

RENEwED SENSE Of 

ENThuSIASM, RESILIENCE 

AND ABILITY TO OVERCOME 

OBSTACLES. ”
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phillip 
Dewis
group Business Development Executive

BLuNDSTONE

Phil Dewis is a passionate Tasmanian who believes 
strongly that this island state has a great future. 
He is married with two young sons and they all 
enjoy the Tasmanian outdoors as a family. Phil is the 

Group Business Development Executive at Blundstone 
Footwear. This is a dynamic role within the company 

that is focused on long term growth and development of 
new markets. Currently Phil is managing the launch of a 
new school shoe range and a men’s casual range in 2012. 
He is also scoping out some new market opportunities for 
the company within Australia and overseas. He is a senior 
member of the management team at Blundstone and is 
involved at all levels of strategic planning. Phil is a passionate 
business professional and leader who uses his endless 
enthusiasm to achieve results. Phil has comprehensive 
knowledge of both the retail and wholesale business 
environments within Australia. His natural flair for marketing 
ensures his concepts and plans stand out. 

My experience through the TLP in 2011 has been one of 
the best of my life. The friendships and relationships that 
I have made have been amazing from both a professional 
and personal aspect. My TLP experience has provided 
me with a team of people who can offer me feedback 
or a professional view from a different angle. This is one 
of the many unexpected returns from the program. The 
level of trust within our group is quite amazing and I have 
never experienced that from a course before. The access 
to leading professionals in so many areas is second 
to none. The year was both thought-provoking and 
educational. TLP has a great structure and enlightening 
content, but it is the participants who make it work. 

TLP 2011 has allowed me to re-establish personal and 
professional goals for the next few years. The course 
has armed me with many new tools that will help me 
achieve these. One of the biggest revelations that I have 
taken from the program is “It’s up to me to change if 
I want change”. This thought has enabled me to look 
at many areas in my life differently and I know it will 
enable me to be more successful. The many topics 
covered in the program have inspired me to be more 
active about community issues. These include bike 
access in the hobart area and a concept around helping 
neighbourhoods be more inclusive of each other and 
using their resources to support each other better by 
focusing on one street at a time. 

ph
illip D

ew
is

“ ThE ACCESS TO LEADINg 

PROfESSIONALS IN SO  

MANY AREAS IS SECOND  

TO NONE. ”
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poppy 
fay
school executive officer

SChOOL Of ARChITECTuRE & DESIgN, 
uNIVERSITY Of TASMANIA

Poppy Fay holds a Bachelor of Arts majoring in  
English and Art History, a Bachelor of Music (Hons) 
majoring in Musicology, and a Master of Music by  
Research (Musicology) from The University of Melbourne. 
She has thorough knowledge of arts administration, having 
held roles in this field in Australia and the UK, as well as 
extensive experience working within the tertiary education 
sector in both academic and administrative roles. She 
currently holds the position of School Executive Officer 
within the School of Architecture & Design at the University 
of Tasmania, a role that encompasses management of key 
areas of student administration, finance, marketing and 
communications, event management, risk management 
and human resourcing. When not at work, Poppy delights in 
spending time with her family, horse and Dexter cows, and 
baking bread on their small holding in Exeter.

The experience of TLP has offered times of inspiration, 
reflection, personal challenge, and friendship. one of the 
best aspects of the program for me was the time spent 
away from work and home attending the Residentials 
and Linking Sessions. They allowed me to occupy the 
TLP headspace and really focus on where I was and the 
learnings and advice that was so generously given by 
numerous speakers from across such a broad range of 
backgrounds and areas. I have loved the strong feeling 
of being part of a group which all began with the knot 
exercise! The experience has broadened my conception 
of leadership, deepened my understanding of the 
issues facing Tasmania, and provided me with numerous 
practical models, principles and procedures that I can 
apply in my working life.

The two things I most wanted to get out of TLP were to 
build contacts in tasmania and to find paths to contribute 
in a positive way to the Tasmanian community. Through 
both these goals, I hoped to develop a closer personal 
connection with Tasmania, having moved here from 
Melbourne a few years ago. I feel I have found these 
things and more through the program. The deeper 
understanding I have of myself and others, gained 
through our introduction to Myers–Briggs Type Indicator 
(mbti), has increased my confidence and influenced 
how I operate in the workplace, allowing me to be more 
strategic with tasks and people. 

 

“ ThE ExPERIENCE 

hAS BROADENED 

MY CONCEPTION Of 

LEADERShIP, DEEPENED MY 

uNDERSTANDINg Of ThE 

ISSuES fACINg TASMANIA, 

AND PROVIDED ME wITh 

NuMEROuS PRACTICAL 

MODELS, PRINCIPLES AND 

PROCEDuRES ThAT I  

CAN APPLY IN MY  

wORKINg LIfE. ”
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hon ruth  
forrest
Independent Member for Murchison

PARLIAMENT Of TASMANIA

Ruth Forrest was elected to the Legislative Council in the 
Parliament of Tasmania as the Independent Member for 
Murchison in May 2005 and re-elected unopposed in May 
2011. She is currently a member of several Parliamentary 
committees including; Subordinate Legislation (Chair), Public 
Accounts, Government Administration A (Chair), Estimates 
and Government Business Scrutiny. She has served on 
many Select Committees including enquiries into Mental 
Health, Mining Regulation, Organ Donation, Road Safety, 
Island Transport and Building Accreditation. Ruth completed 
her General Nursing training in 1982 and Midwifery in 
1984 and has worked as a nurse and midwife since 1982. 
She has a Master of Midwifery degree. Ruth has been a 
member of the Australian College of Midwives (ACM) since 
1989 and the National Association of Childbirth Educators 
Inc., holding a number of executive positions including 
Tasmanian Branch President and National Delegate for  
both organisations. Ruth was awarded Fellowship of the 
ACM in 2001.

TLP provided an exceptional opportunity for personal 
and professional development, learning and growth 
that developed my leadership capacity and inspired 
me to consider all options in my current and future 
professional role(s). The program provided a great 
return on investment for the commitment I made to this 
inspiring program in a busy life, and resulted in a deeper 

understanding of many of the current issues and 
challenges we face as individuals and as members 
of our broader community. The deep sense of 
connection with fellow TLPers and the strong 
sense of trust established within the group was a 
highlight and also an unexpected benefit/aspect of 
the program. Many lifelong friendships have been 

made, and numerous valuable contacts, across a vast 
array of professions, disciplines and backgrounds have 

been established in what has been a truly unique and 
significant experience.

The experience of TLP will be invaluable to my future in 
politics through the increased contacts that are now part 
of my network and the enhanced understanding and 
knowledge gained during the year. TLP has given me the 
confidence to pursue other professional and personal 
development opportunities. I have undertaken the 
Company Director’s Course early this year (2012) and 
also enrolled in the Graduate certificate of business at 
uTAS. whilst politics remains a passion and a way for me 
to increase and enhance my contribution to the State, 
life after politics also provides many opportunities that 
TLP has encouraged me to consider and plan for later 
in my professional life. TLP has grown my appreciation 
of the state in which I live; a state I am passionate about 
and a state I plan to give much back to. 

 “ NuMEROuS VALuABLE 

CONTACTS, ACROSS A VAST 

ARRAY Of PROfESSIONS, 

DISCIPLINES, AND BACKgROuNDS 

hAVE BEEN ESTABLIShED IN whAT 

hAS BEEN A TRuLY uNIQuE AND 

SIgNIfICANT ExPERIENCE. ”
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nick 
haDDow
Managing Director

BRuNY ISLAND ChEESE CO.

During his career, Nick Haddow has worked with some 
of Australia’s best cheese makers including Richard 
Thomas, Meredith Dairy and Pyengana Dairy. He has 
also travelled widely and worked with cheese in New 
Zealand, the US, India and Europe (as a Queen’s Trust 
Fellow). In 2001 Nick moved to Tasmania and in 2003 
he began the Bruny Island Cheese Co. which very quickly 
gained a reputation for being one of Australia’s benchmark 
producers of artisan cheese. Nick is a three time finalist for 
the title of Delicious Magazine Producer of the Year. He was 
awarded the 2004 Goddard–Sapin Jaloustre Scholarship 
and was made a fellow of the Richard Pratt Foundation in 
2006. In 2011 he was awarded a Tasmanian Community 
Achievement Award. Nick is widely regarded as one of the 
premier cheese experts in Australia. His products are a 
reflection of his dedication to tradition and quality and his 
passion for Tasmania. Nick is the co-author of two books 
and has a successful media career that includes his role as 
co-star of Gourmet Farmer.

The Tasmanian Leaders Program has been one of the 
most valuable learning experiences of my life. As the 
owner of a small business it is essential to have strong 
leadership skills in order to foster a cohesive and 
productive team, as well as maintain and communicate 
your vision and goals. TLP has provided me with many 
of these skills. however, the TLP journey is much more 
than a skills workshop. It provides an environment 
where you can undertake profound self-awareness and 
understanding of others. within the group, the bonds 
that form allow for genuine reflection and personal 
growth. It has been a privilege to have been a participant 
in the Tasmanian Leaders Program. I consider myself 
fortunate to have had the opportunity to have been a 
part of this diverse and impressive group of Tasmanians 
and to have had contact with an array of informative and 
inspirational presenters throughout the year.

Through TLP I have gained a better understanding of 
myself and the role I play in my organisation, my family 
and my community.  The skills and knowledge I have 
gained throughout TLP have already been valuable 
as I seek to strengthen my business, participate more 
effectively in my family and make a greater contribution 
to Tasmania. One of the realisations I had through my 
TLP journey was that my impact is beyond my current 
industry. This has allowed me the freedom to think 
beyond my current vocation and examine ways where I 
can make a positive change in Tasmania. 

In 2012 I will apply for a Churchill fellowship to study 
how island communities around the world successfully 
brand themselves, as well as seeking out new roles 
where i can make a contribution and influence change in 
Tasmania. 

TLP has also strengthened my passion for Tasmania by 
revealing to me the depth of Tasmania’s qualities, the 
strength of its people and the opportunities that exist to 
make this great place even better. 

 

“ TLP hAS ALSO 

STRENgThENED MY PASSION 

fOR TASMANIA BY REVEALINg 

TO ME ThE DEPTh Of 

TASMANIA’S QuALITIES, ThE 

STRENgTh Of ITS PEOPLE 

AND ThE OPPORTuNITIES 

ThAT ExIST TO MAKE ThIS 

gREAT PLACE EVEN BETTER. ”
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steve 
henty
finance and Administration Manager

NET SEA fREIghT – TASMANIA

Steve Henty graduated from UTAS with a Bachelor 
of Commerce in 2004, majoring in Entrepreneurship. 
Following this he worked for two of the major banks 
in customer relations and corporate/business banking, 

before moving to the small business sector in his current 
role of Finance and Administration Manager. This role 

sees a diverse range of skills, from human resources to 
communication and advocacy, as well as managing key 
financial aspects of the organisation. Outside of work Steve 
has been heavily involved in community music from a very 
early age, both playing and encouraging others – a passion 
that he will continue to follow.

Completing the program has completely changed my 
perspective and outlook on Tasmania and on myself. I 
have a deeper understanding of issues affecting the state 
from perspectives removed from my own experience, 
which has created a greater appreciation of where I 
live, what I do, and what drives me. TLP has allowed me 
to reflect on where i fit in and explore inner questions 
with better clarity. The privilege of sharing knowledge, 
opinions and perspectives with the 23 other outstanding 
participants and uncountable amazing guests has been 
a highlight, and it has inspired in me the energy to seek 
change where it is needed, in myself and Tasmania. The 
most unexpected part was openly listening to and 
appreciating feedback, and wanting to hear more to help 
improve who I am and how I participate in life.

TLP has given me tools to make decisions with others 
in mind, identify strengths and areas for improvement 
in myself and most importantly, the value of listening. 
The professional development sessions provided real 
opportunities to carry change into my organisation 
and the energy to implement this change. while only a 
beginning, I believe I have greater awareness of my role, 
colleagues and opportunities within my work place. 
I have improved my communication, sharpened my 
strategic thinking, and have a better understanding of 
the way others think, act and process information, and 
why. I look forward to continuing to build relationships 
with everyone I have come across on the journey, and 
continuing to build on the solid foundations that have 
been laid by the program. 

 

“ I hAVE IMPROVED 

MY COMMuNICATION, 

ShARPENED MY STRATEgIC 

ThINKINg, AND hAVE A 

BETTER uNDERSTANDINg Of 

ThE wAY OThERS ThINK, ACT 

AND PROCESS INfORMATION, 

AND whY. ” 

2626
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Michael 
kelly
Director – Post Separation Services

RELATIONShIPS AuSTRALIA TASMANIA

Michael Kelly graduated from the University of  
Tasmania in 1999 with a Bachelor of Education and  
went on to complete a PhD in 2004. Following this,  
Michael has worked in a number of roles in the non-
government sector, currently as the Director of Post 
Separation Services at Relationships Australia, Tasmania.  
Michael also holds several voluntary board positions 
including Deputy Chair of the Drug Education Network.

The Tasmanian Leaders Program has been a challenging 
and rewarding experience through which I have 
examined my own views about leadership and what it 
means to be a leader in Tasmania. A key feature of the 
program I enjoyed was the opportunity to hear the 
views of other prominent leaders from across Tasmania 
and the country. The presenters spoke freely of their 
experiences and provided insight into the challenges 
they faced in their respective fields. the linking sessions 
provided great learning opportunities, not only in terms 
of the presenters, but the chance to learn from the other 
23 program participants. There are so many highlights, 
but the outstanding one was the opportunity to learn. 
I learnt more about leadership, myself, the key issues 
for Tasmania and what role I can play in ensuring that 
Tasmania continues to be a great place to live.

I am much clearer about the potential for me to 
exhibit leadership at work and in the community. I have 
learnt a great deal from my fellow participants and the 
opportunity to share experiences with people from 
diverse backgrounds and work environments has allowed 
me to adopt different perspectives when thinking about 
the opportunities and challenges I encounter in my role. 
I am looking forward to what comes next, completing 
our community project and becoming involved in the 
TLP Alumni, as I see this as a great way of continuing my 
leadership journey. 

 

“ I hAVE LEARNT A 

gREAT DEAL fROM MY 

fELLOw PARTICIPANTS 

AND ThE OPPORTuNITY 

TO ShARE ExPERIENCES 

wITh PEOPLE fROM DIVERSE 

BACKgROuNDS AND 

wORK ENVIRONMENTS hAS 

ALLOwED ME TO ADOPT 

DIffERENT PERSPECTIVES 

whEN ThINKINg ABOuT 

ThE OPPORTuNITIES AND 

ChALLENgES I ENCOuNTER 

IN MY ROLE. ”
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Jill 
Maxwell
State Manager

VOLuNTEERINg TASMANIA

As State Manager with Volunteering Tasmania, the 
peak body promoting volunteering and best practice 
volunteer management in Tasmania, Jill Maxwell 
has responsibility for human resource management, 

quality assurance, overseeing organisational activities 
and projects and providing leadership to all staff. Jill has 

an extensive background in community development in 
both government and not-for-profit organisations supporting 
and facilitating community engagement through positive 
and effective relationships. She has a Bachelor of Arts 
(Psychology) and Bachelor of Social Work. 

The Tasmanian Leaders Program has been one of the 
most rewarding experiences I have had. It challenges you 
and your beliefs about leadership whilst building your 
knowledge and effectiveness as a leader. The highlight has 
been the frameworks and models presented and how 
practical they have been to apply in a work context. The 
most unexpected part of the program was the people I 
met and the forming of what are developing into great 
friendships.

TLP has been a journey of discovery. The insights and 
learnings about self and others has contributed to a 
deeper understanding about leadership both personally 
and professionally. i feel more confident and capable 
in contributing to Tasmania and look forward to seeing 
where that contribution takes me. 

 

“ ThE hIghLIghT hAS BEEN 

ThE fRAMEwORKS AND 

MODELS PRESENTED AND 

hOw PRACTICAL ThEY hAVE 

BEEN TO APPLY IN A wORK 

CONTExT. ”
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brett 
MCDerMott
Senior Manager

KPMg

Brett McDermott works in business advisory and  
compliance at KPMG Launceston. His various  
roles include assisting small and medium size  
businesses with tax and accounting issues, including 
preparation of financial and management reports.  
For the past 14 years, Brett has helped Tasmanian 
businesses set up appropriate structures for new business 
opportunities, providing options for completing business 
book-keeping tasks (including outsourcing of various 
financial functions), monthly management reports, budget 
preparation, tax issues (CGT, FBT, GST and income tax) 
as well as year-end financial statements, tax returns and 
analysis. Brett is passionate about helping businesses 
realise their potential through planning, advice and financial 
modelling. Community involvement has always been part 
of Brett’s life. He is a life member and current Treasurer of 
the Launceston Cricket Club and has served for nine years 
on the volunteer committee that presents Festivale each 
February in Launceston’s iconic City Park. When not at 
work Brett enjoys spending time with his wife, Sarah, and 
two young sons, Harrison and Ashton, playing sport and 
socialising with friends.

The TLP experience was undoubtedly the best 
professional development program I have done. The 
broad range of experiences, people and knowledge I was 
exposed to really opened my eyes to both opportunities 
and challenges in Tasmania. The high calibre of guest 
speakers and topics discussed throughout the year have 
provided a base for the next step in my journey, both as 
a professional and a member of the community.  
I feel better placed to take this next step, whatever it 
may be, with less trepidation and doubt. The standout 
highlight for me was my fellow 23 TLP participants who 
each brought a significant level of experience, honesty, 
openness and humility; which made for a fantastic year of 
creating networks, conversations and, most importantly, 
friendships.

As a TLP graduate, I feel more compassionate about 
Tasmanian issues and I have a greater feeling of 
conviction and ‘can do’ attitude. Listening to Jacqueline 
Pascarl reminded us that anyone can make a difference. 
I feel my journey has only just begun and with the 
assistance of my employer, KPMg, I picture my future 
as being a Tasmanian having an impact. Although I’m not 
sure exactly what that impact might be, ultimately I feel 
compelled to make this beautiful state a better place to 
be. I choose to live in Tasmania because of its wonderful 
surroundings, friendly people, world-class products and 
sustainable outlook. Tasmanians have it all, as evidenced 
throughout the TLP 2011 Linking Sessions – sustainability, 
innovation, governance, brand, creativeness, economic 
stability, technology, community inclusion. The challenge 
is to improve on these and harness our competitive 
advantages. 

“ AS A TLP gRADuATE,  

I fEEL MORE COMPASSIONATE 

ABOuT TASMANIAN ISSuES 

AND I hAVE A gREATER 

fEELINg Of CONVICTION 

AND ‘CAN DO’ ATTITuDE. ”
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“ LEARNINg TO ACT IN 

ThIS uNCERTAINTY – wITh 

INTEgRITY, IN ALL PARTS 

Of MY LIfE – AND hELPINg 

OThERS DO ThE SAME hAS 

BEEN A KEY PART Of MY TLP 

ExPERIENCE.  ” 

 

Dean 
MunDey
executive officer, office of the provost

uNIVERSITY Of TASMANIA

Dean Mundey holds degrees from the University of 
Queensland and University of Melbourne in botany and 
cultural studies respectively, and has also dabbled in 
environmental studies, art history and studies in religion at 
these institutions. This love of universities and breadth of 
skills and interests has extended into his work life, having 
worked at the University of Queensland and University of 

Melbourne, and now the University of Tasmania where he 
works closely with the Provost, Professor David Rich. In the 
last year Dean has been involved in developing the UTAS 
Statement of Values, contributed to rolling out a new Quality 
Management Framework for UTAS, guided the development 
of an Urban Design Framework for the UTAS Newnham 
Campus and coordinated the ‘Your Voice’ process, which 

harnesses the outcomes of an institution-wide staff 
survey to lead positive change. Dean is currently 
working closely with the Vice Chancellor on the 
University’s new strategic plan, setting UTAS’s priorities 
for the next 5 to 10 years.

2011 seems like a watershed year for me, and TLP 
has been central to this. Complementing the many 

opportunities I’ve had in my current job, TLP has 
helped me make a more wholehearted and effective 
contribution to these tasks while, most significantly, giving 
me the confidence to exert influence. tlp exposed me 
to different views and many rich thoughts across so 
many different domains. Despite this array of wisdom 
and knowledge, it’s clear that uncertainty defines our 
times. Learning to act in this uncertainty – with integrity, 
in all parts of my life – and helping others do the same 
has been a key part of my TLP experience. As someone 
who has managed to wriggle out of ‘group work’ 
throughout my life, working with my Learning Set has 
also been a revelation. Indeed, it is the relationships we’ve 
all made that will be the program’s greatest legacy – and 
the impact this will have on Tasmania is immeasurable.

i have been in tasmania for five years and in that 
time I’ve had opportunities and experiences which I 
never expected. By exposing me to so many facets of 
Tasmania in one very intensive year, TLP has been like a 
commitment ceremony to the state. As with any good 
relationship, the unexpected has brought the richest 
rewards and, as I want my relationship with Tasmania to 
be good and long, I can’t predict what comes next. I’ve 
long been alert to opportunity, especially that offered by 
seeing the world from many perspectives – through the 
lenses of work, education, science, art, literature, religion, 
history, community and place. As I step into 2012, I’m 
now seeking to create opportunity in a way that, I hope, 
involves much more than me. 
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wayne 
Murraylee
group Corporate Services Manager

PITT&ShERRY

Wayne Murraylee is currently employed by pitt&sherry  
as the Group Corporate Services Manager and has  
responsibility for managing the shared services  
functions across the group, including human  
resources, finance, information communication  
technology, marketing, management systems, risk and 
health and safety. He has a demonstrated track record of 
achievement in delivering at both strategic and operational 
levels within professional services and iconic national retail 
and fast moving consumable goods organisations. Wayne is 
passionate about exploring and understanding the way in 
which people, processes and organisations work together 
to deliver mutually beneficial outcomes which are socially 
responsible and deliver real and sustainable benefits for the 
broader economy, environment and communities in which 
we live, work and play.

Overall I found the program empowering, insightful and 
a great learning experience through both the Residential 
and Learning Set format. having just moved to Tasmania 
a few months prior to the start of the program, I found 
the opportunity to meet and engage with key leaders 
across the full spectrum of government, not-for-profit, 
commercial and social organisations a once in a lifetime 
experience. The various Linking Sessions have provided 
me with a greater breadth and depth of knowledge 
and understanding in areas outside of my professional 
expertise. Importantly, the ability to meet with such 
a wide variety of interesting and inspirational people 
in such a short period of time has afforded me the 
opportunity to forge valuable and enduring relationships, 
facilitating my accelerated integration into the broader 
Tasmanian community.

I think the best way I can continue my leadership journey 
is to actively look for opportunities to share and transfer 
the knowledge, experience and opportunities I have 
been exposed to, so that others may benefit from the 
privileges I have received throughout my TLP journey. 
I’m very keen to expand my leadership capabilities and 
to further challenge myself by providing mentoring and 
coaching where needed, both within and external to my 
organisation, and to exercise authenticity (both to myself 
and others) in everything I do. I also see my journey 
continuing through an active association with the Alumni 
and in exploring opportunities to “give something back 
to the Tassie community”. I have recently been discussing 
opportunities to become a board member of a local 
not-for-profit organisation. 

“ I fOuND ThE  

OPPORTuNITY TO MEET  

AND ENgAgE wITh KEY 

LEADERS ACROSS ThE fuLL 

SPECTRuM Of gOVERNMENT, 

NOT-fOR-PROfIT, 

COMMERCIAL AND SOCIAL 

ORgANISATIONS A ONCE IN 

A LIfETIME ExPERIENCE. ” 
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guy 
robertson
Owner

MOuNT gNOMON fARM

Guy Robertson is an agricultural scientist who, in 2011, 
after a series of agricultural extension roles decided 
to have a go at becoming a free range pig farmer 
and running his own business. Guy and his partner 
now own Mount Gnomon Farm which has quickly 

become Tasmania’s largest free range pig farm. While 
the farm specialises in Wessex Saddleback pigs, it is also 

home to a number of other rare breeds of farm animals. As 
a fourth generation Tasmanian farmer, Guy has a passion 
for rural living and regional Tasmania and is part of the next 
generation of Tasmanian farmers who are focusing on high 
value products. Guy shares his passions in his farm blog and 
also through his volunteer roles on a number of community 
committees including the Tasmanian Landcare Association, 
North West Environment Centre and the Rare Breeds Trust 
of Australia.

TLP was one of the most rewarding experiences that I 
have undertaken. I have learnt a lot more about myself, 
(both good and bad) and have a greater understanding 
of how to utilise my strengths and skills in the future. 
the program has made me confident that i can make 
a difference to Tasmania, which is something that I 
find exciting. the program has also given me a greater 
understanding of the challenges that the state faces, along 
with some of the opportunities. The biggest highlight 
was meeting some amazing people from a variety of 
backgrounds, including the fellow participants that I have 
formed strong friendships with.

The program has also made me more balanced when 
considering issues facing tasmania. tlp has benefited 
our business as well, as it gave me greater insights into 
the journey of small businesses, along with many ideas 
on how to carry the business forward. My leadership 
journey will continue beyond TLP through the growth in 
our business and my role in the community. 

 

“ TLP hAS gIVEN ME gREATER 

INSIghTS INTO ThE JOuRNEY 

Of SMALL BuSINESSES, ALONg 

wITh MANY IDEAS ON hOw 

TO CARRY ThE BuSINESS 

fORwARD.  ”
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Martha 
robson
Senior Practice Consultant

COMMuNITY CORRECTIONS,  
DEPARTMENT Of JuSTICE

Martha completed a Bachelor of Behavioural Sciences  
in 1990 and then subsequently went overseas  
backpacking for four years. Upon her return she joined 
the Western Australian police force, and ventured to 
the Kimberleys. During this time she realised she was 
more interested in why people committed crimes than 
determining whether they were guilty or not and returned 
to study completing a Masters in Psychology in 2003. Since 
that time she has worked as a psychologist with Vietnam 
veterans, the Australian Defence Force and the Department 
of Corrections. In recent years Martha has stepped away 
from working directly as a psychologist using those skills 
instead from an organisational perspective to ensure the 
delivery of quality practices, processes and procedures in 
Community Corrections. Martha is currently managing the 
Court Mandated Drug Diversion program and continues to 
seek opportunities to support the community, in particular 
those people who are socially disadvantaged.

TLP is most often described as a journey and that is 
exactly what it is. I originally undertook TLP for the 
learning opportunities and haven’t been disappointed. 
It has offered unprecedented access to amazing people 
and stories; challenging, broadening and stimulating my 
thinking. I am now much more aware of the community I 
live in and motivated to want to be a part of influencing 
and shaping the future of Tasmania. halfway through the 
year though, I realised that TLP was not just an intellectual 
exercise but also about the people on the journey with 
you. This for me was quite a powerful realisation and 
changed the way I engaged with the program. It suddenly 
became a living, breathing thing and lit a fire within me 
to want to be an active part of such inspiration. TLP has 
enriched my life with the learnings on all levels and the 
chance to spend time with incredible people whom I 
know will be part of my life from now.

TLP has had a profound effect on me but, it has crept 
up over the year without me realising it until nearly 
the end. Previous to joining the program I had recently 
gained a senior management position but lacked the 
confidence to express myself in the role. through 
TLP I found myself really embracing the newfound 
responsibility and stepping out of my comfort zone to 
lead and manage staff with great results. TLP is more 
than just work though; it has made me realise how much 
I love being in Tasmania and more so how I want to be 
part of tasmania – shaping, supporting and influencing 
the community. Creativity is an area that I want to focus 
on next. I have volunteered to help out with the Cygnet 
folk festival and am pursuing opportunities to work 
with other festivals and theatre companies (a complete 
contrast to my work!). 

 

“ TLP hAS ENRIChED MY LIfE 

wITh ThE LEARNINgS ON ALL 

LEVELS AND ThE ChANCE TO 

SPEND TIME wITh INCREDIBLE 

PEOPLE.  ”
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alan 
roseVear
Manager Systems and ShEQ

hAzELL BROS gROuP PTY LTD

Alan Rosevear graduated from the University of 
Tasmania with a bachelor of Environmental Design in 
1994 and has a Diploma of Occupational Health and 
Safety completed in 2000. He has been associated 

with the Tasmanian building industry for the last 16 
years, holding numerous positions within that time, ranging 

from Project Administrator to Project Manager. Alan currently 
holds a senior management position as Manager Systems 
and SHEQ (Safety, Health, Environment & Quality) for 
Hazell Bros Group.

Tasmanian Leaders Program has been challenging, 
rewarding, confronting and at times emotional. I walked 
into the first session with perceptions of what i thought 
the program was going to be all about, but by the end 
of the day I realised that I was going to be challenged 
in ways that were impossible to anticipate. for me the 
program has been a very personal journey of reflection 
and character building and I now have the drive to get 
out of my comfort zone and challenge the status quo 
within my communities (personal and business).  
My fellow participants in the program have been a 
wonder to meet, work and play with and have enriched 
my life in unexpected ways.

The quality of speakers and exposure to different 
thinking and ideas has been truly inspirational and my 
appreciation for Tasmania has changed for the positive. 
I now have a foundation of knowledge, networks and 
confidence to enable me to get more involved in the 
greater tasmanian community and to influence beneficial 
change within my employers’ organisation. I’m currently 
in a transition period in my career moving from an 
operational manager to a strategic leader and change 
facilitator. 

 

“ I NOw hAVE ThE DRIVE TO 

gET OuT Of MY COMfORT 

zONE AND ChALLENgE ThE 

STATuS QuO wIThIN MY 

COMMuNITIES. ”
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John 
rowlanD
Manager, Development and Risk

ANgLICARE TASMANIA INC

John Rowland graduated from the University of  
Tasmania with a Bachelor of Computing in 2004.  
During college and university John operated his own IT 
training and consulting business which he left in 2005 to 
take on a project refurbishing computers for low-income 
earners with Anglicare Tasmania. John has since worked 
in various roles with Anglicare, first delivering training to 
the community sector, and then moving into a corporate 
services role where he currently leads a team focusing on 
training and development, tenders and submissions, quality 
improvement, safety and risk management. Partly as a result 
of TLP John now represents Anglicare on the board of the No 
Interest Loans Scheme (Tasmania). John has recently fulfilled 
the requirements of a Graduate Diploma in Psychology 
with Monash University which he hopes to combine with 
postgraduate studies in business. He is passionate about 
Tasmania and is proud to be able to contribute to the 
community through his work.

The Tasmanian Leadership Program embodies the 
commitment and passion of the leaders of Tasmania 
in the past, present and future. the most significant 
aspect of the program for me was the way in which the 
facilitators and presenters gave so freely of their time 
and experience. from business leaders, to politicians, 
to internationally regarded consultants, the pride in and 
vision for Tasmania is inspiring, and the opportunity to 
gain from the experience of such a group of people is 
something you wouldn’t get anywhere else. The most 
memorable experience was hearing the stories of great 
leaders. The biggest surprise was the level of trust they 
afforded to the participants in sharing the sometimes 
harsh truth about what it takes to lead, and what they 
had to do to achieve their vision.

The program has changed the way I go about my work, 
and the way I think about my community. There is no 
doubt I gained from the professional development that 
formed part of the program. But more than that, through 
access to past and present leaders I have been inspired 
to think about the ways I can demonstrate leadership in 
the future to make a greater difference in the community. 
I now represent my organisation on a board, and hope 
to make further contributions through getting involved 
with other organisations in this capacity. My leadership 
journey will continue through further development of my 
skills and development with a view to taking on broader 
roles in community service. 

 

“ ThE MOST MEMORABLE 

ExPERIENCE wAS hEARINg 

ThE STORIES Of gREAT 

LEADERS. ”
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James 
sugDen
Mechanical Engineer

PITT&ShERRY

James Sugden is a Tasmanian, born and bred. He 
graduated as a Mechanical Engineer in 1998 
and has spent much of his adult life travelling the 
world. Five years ago he chose to return to his home 

in Tasmania and settle down as a consultant at 
pitt&sherry. James is passionate about Tasmania and its 

community. Engineering has taught him how much we rely 
on each other to survive in the world and the difference 
that one individual can make to their community. With this 
learning, James would like to increase his contribution to the 
Tasmanian community. He strongly believes that engineers 
have a different understanding of the way the world works 
and that they should have a voice in our community. To that 
end, James has chosen to run for Legislative Council next 
year for the seat of Hobart.

I heard about Tasmanian Leaders Program from my 
Managing Director, John Pitt. My initial reaction was 
highly sceptical as I have never valued the traditional 
management leadership courses that I have heard of and 
experienced before. This opinion changed as I learned 
more about the program from past participants and 
the information session that was run the year before. 
I discovered that the purpose of the program seemed 
more centred on self exploration and community 
engagement in Tasmania rather than management 
techniques and this was right up my alley. The program 
definitely lived up to my expectations and delivered 
endless content on self exploration, including personality 
profiling techniques; challenging group activities involving 
group dynamics; intense self reflection; and exposure to 
Tasmania and its community, including exploration of 
our government, the economy, our challenges, industry 
and community and social justice. It was intense, thought 
provoking and life changing.

The largest change that I have experienced from TLP is 
easy to define: it was the decision to run for legislative 
Council next year. This is something that I would never 
have considered in a million years until I did TLP – mainly 
because I would never have thought that I would be any 
good at it and that I would never be successful but this 
attitude has now changed. I don’t think this is what John 
Pitt had in mind when he recommended that I consider 
the program but I don’t believe that he would be 
disappointed with the result. pitt&sherry shares my vision 
for a better Tasmania and has given generous support to 
my endeavours to achieve it.

“ IT wAS INTENSE, ThOughT 

PROVOKINg AND LIfE 

ChANgINg. ”
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Melinda 
thoMas
Customer Relations Manager

ThE SKILLS INSTITuTE

Melinda Thomas graduated from Charles Sturt University  
with a Bachelor of Social Science (Social Welfare) in  
1997. Since then she has worked in several states of 
Australia as well as in the US, working with children,  
families, people with disabilities and older people in a  
variety of roles which ranged from support worker to  
policy writer and respite co-ordinator to teacher/trainer. 
Melinda is a Skills Institute Customer Relations Manager 
within a large training organisation. This role involves 
establishing and maintaining relationships with a wide 
range of people, both internally and externally, to ensure 
the products and services provided match those required 
by clients; and to apply for and project manage a range of 
funding opportunities on behalf of clients.

The Tasmanian Leaders Program has been an amazing 
program to be a part of. It has inspired, challenged, 
excited, surprised and confronted me. I have met people 
through the program that I probably would not have met 
otherwise, and many have become great friends. I have 
learnt about things I never knew existed and have heard 
several points of view about topics that I knew so little 
about. There were many highlights during the program, 
but probably the most significant was the diversity of 
people I have met both as participants and speakers 
during the program. I now have a much wider network 
of people than I did previously. Before I began the 
program i expected one of the results to be a significant 
increase in my knowledge and understanding of a wide 
range of topics. While this definitely occurred,  
i also find myself wanting to know more and having more 
questions than answers at the end of the program!

This program has been a journey very different from 
any other professional development program I have 
experienced. The journey has involved learning more 
about myself, about other people and about Tasmania 
as a place I call home. It has allowed me to think in 
far more depth and breadth about a whole range of 
things, both inside and outside my work. This increase 
of knowledge has encouraged me to question far more 
than I ever have before. The program has also given me 
the confidence to pursue activities that contribute to the 
Tasmanian community and to make a difference. I look 
forward to being an active part of the TLP community as 
well as taking the time to utilise many of the tools that 
have been presented to me during the program. I also 
look forward to maintaining the relationships established 
in 2011 and to seize any new opportunities that become 
available. 

 

“ ThE PROgRAM  

hAS gIVEN ME ThE 

CONfIDENCE TO PuRSuE 

ACTIVITIES ThAT CONTRIBuTE 

TO ThE TASMANIAN 

COMMuNITY AND TO  

MAKE A DIffERENCE. ”
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Catherine 
tonkin
Nurse unit Manager

ROYAL hOBART hOSPITAL

Catherine Tonkin is the Nurse Unit Manager of the 18 
bed acute adult High Volume Surgical Unit, incorporating 
the Tasmanian Burns Unit, as well as the Tasmanian 
Hyperbaric Medicine Unit at Royal Hobart Hospital. 

The Royal Hobart Hospital is the state’s largest hospital 
and its major referral centre. Catherine has a varied role 

including the leadership and management of 56 staff; 
financial management of the units; human resource functions; 
leadership of evidence-based nursing care; leading unit-based 
Quality Improvement Activities; co-ordinating care with nine 
specialist surgical teams; and change management within 
the units. Catherine provides leadership within the division of 
Surgical Services, representing the division on hospital and area 
health service committees and working groups. Catherine has 
a Masters of Human Resource Management; a Bachelor of 
Health Science (Nursing) and a Diploma of Applied Science 
(Nursing). She has published in her specialty area of burns. 
Catherine’s interests are organisational development and 
change management.

TLP has been a life changing experience both professionally 
and personally. Professionally I have developed new 
knowledge and skills, consolidated previous learnings 
and gained confidence in my ability and potential. i have 
gained a greater knowledge of the issues significant to my 
adopted state, both now and in the future, and a desire to 
contribute to my community. Personally, the TLP experience 
has given me the opportunity to reflect on my strengths 
and areas requiring development and it has given me the 
tools to move forward with support. There have been two 
highlights of TLP for me. firstly, the quality of the speakers 
and their willingness to share their leadership stories has 
been a privilege. Secondly, the 23 other people in our 
group, who I have learnt so much from, and whom it has 
also been a privilege to spend the last 12 months with. 
The most unexpected part of TLP has been the new 
found passion I have for my community and my desire to 
contribute to it.

tlp has given me a new level of confidence in my 
leadership ability and as a result an increased level of 
leadership within the Surgical Services division at Royal 
hobart hospital. TLP has given me the ability to think 
strategically and this will be of value as we continue to 
face the financial and human resource challenges of the 
present and future. tlp has re-affirmed my desire to 
provide leadership within my profession and organisation 
and given me direction as to how to achieve this. It has also 
motivated me to continue to understand the issues facing 
Tasmania, to have an opinion and to share that opinion not 
only within the Royal hobart hospital but within the wider 
community. 

“ TLP hAS gIVEN ME 

ThE ABILITY TO ThINK 

STRATEgICALLY AND ThIS 

wILL BE Of VALuE AS wE 

CONTINuE TO fACE ThE 

fINANCIAL AND huMAN 

RESOuRCE ChALLENgES Of 

ThE PRESENT AND fuTuRE. ”
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Jo  
tubb
planning officer

TASMANIAN fIRE SERVICE

(formerly field officer, SIMPLOT AuSTRALIA)

Jo Tubb graduated from the University of Tasmania with 
a degree in Environmental Studies with Honours in  
2004. Since then, Jo has worked in the forest  
industry as a forester in plantation silviculture and in  
2009 became qualified as a Forest Practices Officer.  
Jo also has a passion for agriculture and currently works 
for Simplot Australia as a Field Officer co-ordinating the 
vegetable production in the Northern Midlands as well 
as assisting in the management of her family-run farming 
business. Jo is deeply committed to the primary industries in 
Tasmania and is passionate about sustainably growing this 
sector.

unexpectedly, the program wasn’t just another ‘course’ 
that I thought I should complete, but a life and career 
changing experience that will stay with me for the rest 
of my life. One of the many highlights of the program 
was the friendships I have made and the vast network of 
professionals, experts and leaders I am now connected 
to. Throughout the year, each Linking Session was like 
a shot in the arm of inspiration and knowledge and 
every time challenged my beliefs and opinions. Another 
highlight was learning so much about myself and others 
through the study of personality types which has allowed 
me to grow as a person and better understand the 
people around me.

Life during and after the Tasmanian Leaders Program 
has been a journey I will never forget and hope will 
never end. I feel I have a new direction in my career and 
I now have the skills, knowledge and networks to help 
me get there. i feel i have the confidence and belief in 
my abilities and have been inspired to pursue ways to 
give back to the Tasmanian community which I have 
learnt so much about over the past year. The professional 
development knowledge I have gained allows me to 
be more effective in managing the relationships around 
me in the workplace and has allowed me to be a more 
effective leader in many ways. In the future I plan to 
devote time to maintaining and building my networks 
and pursuing ways I can contribute to the Tasmanian 
community. 

 

“ I PLAN TO DEVOTE TIME 

TO MAINTAININg AND 

BuILDINg MY NETwORKS 

AND PuRSuINg wAYS I 

CAN CONTRIBuTE TO ThE 

TASMANIAN COMMuNITY. ” 
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Julie 
waDDington
Marketing Manager

TASMANIAN ThEATRE COMPANY

After gaining a Bachelor of Science and a Diploma of 
Education from UTAS and working in the education sector 
for several years, Julie Waddington moved to Melbourne and 
completed a Graduate Diploma of Dramatic Art (Direction) 
at the Victorian College of the Arts in 2002. From January 
2007 to May 2010 she was the Artistic Director and CEO 
of Riverland Youth Theatre, a regional youth arts organisation 
funded by The Australia Council and Carclew Youth Arts, 
situated on the Murray River in South Australia. Julie has 
worked as a director, dramaturg, production manager and 
teaching artist with companies such as St Martin’s Youth 
Arts Centre, Come Out Festival, The National Theatre, 
istheatre, La Mama, MTC, The Storeroom, Short & Sweet 
Festival Melbourne, Victorian Arts Centre and ACU. After 

nearly 10 years away, Julie returned home to Tasmania in 
2010. On her return she took on the position of Company 
Manager of the Tasmanian Theatre Company and continues 
to explore ways to engage and empower young people and 
communities through the performing arts.

The Tasmanian Leaders Program was a complex, 
enriching experience much, much more rewarding 
and valuable than the sum of its parts. Knowledge 
and experiences were deepened through ongoing 
discussion and debate with colleagues who became 
friends and co-conspirators in grand plans for the 
prosperity of Tasmania. The program exposed me 
to a wealth of ideas and opportunities to grow 

beyond my expectations. The privilege of hearing 
leadership stories from such a vast range of speakers 

was humbling and inspiring. working with my Learning 
Set was equally challenging and rewarding. I expected 
to learn and grow in my leadership and management 
skills and to develop new networks outside my sector, 
but what I didn’t expect was the level of generosity 
and passion of the facilitators and my peers that in turn 
nurtured me to grow even further on a personal level.

tlp has given me a greater confidence in myself and the 
value of what I have to contribute to both my workplace 
and the communities I am a part of and I plan to use my 
TLP year as a place of beginning new ways of working, 
building and playing in my island home. The professional 
development I gained is a valuable map I will revisit and 
share within my organisation and use in my portfolio of 
freelance roles and my personal artistic exploration. I am 
looking forward to contributing to the wider community 
through formal skill sharing opportunities, informal 
mentoring and in strengthening the networks that have 
begun during the year. 

 “ TLP wAS A COMPLEx,  

ENRIChINg ExPERIENCE. ”
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Mark watson
Manager Capex Planning and Developments

CRADLE MOuNTAIN wATER

Mark Watson has a Diploma in Project Management and 
qualifications in mechanical engineering, supervision  
and corrosion. He is currently working towards an  
MBA in Regional Development at the University of  
Tasmania, Cradle Coast Campus. Mark has 24 years  
of experience in hydraulics, design and project  
management in the water and irrigation sector in  
Tasmania. He is passionate about the promotion and 
application of technology to improve infrastructure, water 
quality, health and social outcomes for Tasmania and remote 
communities overseas.

I went into the TLP expecting my beliefs to be challenged 
and to develop a deeper understanding of myself and 
others from which I could develop my effectiveness as a 
leader. After the opening Residential, it was obvious that 
the program was going to exceed all my expectations 
and TLP soon became a life changing process. The 
exposure to contemporary thinkers and leaders 
condensed several years of experience and learning into 
one twelve month program. 

highlights of the program were: 

• Development of an amazing network of highly 
talented individuals;

• Exposure to such a wide range of community, 
public and private sector leaders – the diversity 
and passion shown by the presenters expanded my 
thinking; 

• The commitment and engagement of everyone 
involved with TLP in the development of every 
member of the group;

• The generosity of the presenters to give of their 
time without expectation of receiving anything in 
return; and

• the confluence that occurred: every member of 
TLP5 wanted to be part of the program.

TLP has given me a much broader appreciation of the 
issues facing Tasmania and an understanding of the 
drivers and levers that are used to control Tasmania’s 
future. the program has increased my self-confidence 
and provided me with knowledge which gives me 
confidence in the future of tasmania. the onus is now 
on me to further develop and make best use of the 
skills I have gained and the contacts that I have made to 
contribute to improving social and economic outcomes 
for Tasmania. watch this space… 

“ ThE PROgRAM  

hAS INCREASED MY  

SELf-CONfIDENCE AND  

PROVIDED ME wITh 

KNOwLEDgE whICh gIVES 

ME CONfIDENCE IN ThE 

fuTuRE Of TASMANIA. ” 
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eMployer 
enDorseMents  
of tlp
EMPLOYERS REfLECT ON ThE EffECT Of ThE PROgRAM ON ThEIR STAff AND COLLEAguES.

I am very pleased to provide feedback from an 
employer perspective with regards to Martha Robson’s 
participation in the 2011 Tasmanian Leaders Program. 
I completed the program myself in 2008; it was one of 
the highlights of my career and I know the skills I learnt 
contributed to my leadership capacity enormously. 
As a result, I suggested to Martha that she might 
like to consider the program as a good professional 
development opportunity, particularly at this time of her 
career. 

Martha’s experience of the program has been very 
positive and I have no doubt she has found it to be 
a highlight for her, too. I have spoken to her in detail 
following each Linking Session or Residential and I have 
been pleased that she is actively putting in to practice 
what she has learnt as part of the program.

During the year Martha took on a new role within 
Community Corrections and she has performed 
outstandingly in this position. I have been very 
impressed with her leadership particularly with regard 
to negotiation, conflict management and the ability to 
develop a cohesive team. martha’s confidence has also 
improved and her colleagues regularly seek her counsel, 
support and advice.

Martha’s participation in the program has been a very 
worthwhile investment for our organisation.

gINNA wEBSTER 
Director, Community Corrections 

Michael Kelly is the second person I have had the 
pleasure to sponsor through the tlp, and the first for our 
organisation.

There is no doubt that the program is challenging in its 
nature, stretching people out of their comfort zones, and  
is a significant demand on time and energy.

however, these challenges bear worthwhile fruit in the 
accelerated growth that you see in the participants.

Michael has not only developed valuable networks 
with new colleagues across industries but has grown 
exponentially in his approach to his work. his progress 
in clarity of argument, insight, self-awareness and how to 
get the best out of his people has been more rapid over 
the past 12 months than I have ever seen in a senior 
member of staff.

he now clearly and consistently demonstrates leadership 
qualities and leads those around him by example.

I would agree with Michael that the time, challenges and 
commitment that the program demands are absolutely 
worth it, for the individual, for the employer and for 
the people Michael works with here at Relationships 
Australia.

Michael has also been promoted to Deputy CEO since 
he commenced the TLP.

MAT ROwELL 
CEO, Relationships Australia Tasmania
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KPMg Tasmania has been associated with the Tasmanian 
Leaders Program since its inception and Brett 
McDermott is our second participant to undertake the 
program. 

I have watched Brett grow in his understanding of how 
economic and social outcomes are linked and how both 
are fundamentally important to our society. The program 
has clearly had a personal impact on Brett and he has 
broadened his future goals to include participation in 
projects that have a greater impact on our community. I 
am confident that tlp will continue to play an important 
part in developing KPMg’s leaders of the future in this 
state.

MARTIN M. REES 
Managing Partner, KPMg – Launceston

 

mark Watson is the first cradle mountain Water 
employee to undertake the Tasmanian Leaders Program. 

I believe the program has given Mark the opportunity 
to develop a better understanding of himself and others 
through theory backed up by contact with prominent 
leaders with a diverse range of backgrounds. Mark has 
taken up this challenge with gusto and the results are 
there for the world to see.

TLP has given Mark, by his own admission, a wider 
understanding of the issues facing Tasmania and the local 
communities. the networks, contacts and confidence 
gained from this program, combined with the wide 
exposure to a diverse range of issues and sectors 
within the community has certainly enhanced Mark’s 
contribution to leadership and management of Cradle 
Mountain water. 

I congratulate Mark on undertaking the program and 
look forward to seeing him put his extensive learnings 
into action, both at work and in the community.

Congratulations to all of the Tasmanian Leaders Program 
participants for 2011.

ANDREw KNEEBONE  
chief executive officer, cradle mountain Water
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2011 CoMMunity 
proJeCts
A KEY COMPONENT Of ThE TASMANIAN LEADERS PROgRAM IS ThE uNDERTAKINg Of A COMMuNITY 
PROJECT BY EACh Of ThE PARTICIPANTS. ThIS hAS gREAT BENEfITS fOR TASMANIA, AS wELL AS ThE 
PARTICIPANTS whO hAVE ThE OPPORTuNITY TO APPLY ThE SKILLS AND KNOwLEDgE ThEY hAVE 
LEARNT fROM ThE PROgRAM. 

know 
your own 
infrastruCture 
(a.k.a. where Does my Money go?) 

PROJECT TEAM: SIMON ChANDLER, MIChAEL KELLY, 
MARThA ROBSON, JOhN ROwLAND, CAThY 
TONKIN AND JAMES SugDEN.

Vision: Increase awareness and understanding of 
community infrastructure through unique opportunities 
to access facilities not usually available to the general 
public.

project summary: Most people don’t spend much time 
thinking about the infrastructure that helps support 
their community. Often hospitals, roads, water supply, 
sewers, power and telecommunications are only the 
focus of attention when something goes wrong. A 
greater understanding of the value and importance of 
infrastructure may allow for more informed decision 
making about investment and innovation which could 
avoid major failures and save Tasmanians money in the 
long term.

The intention of the Know Your Own Infrastructure project 
is to increase the awareness and understanding of 
the infrastructure supporting our community through 
providing a unique opportunity for access. Participating 
organisations will open their doors to the public for a 
day, providing the opportunity to see behind the scenes 
and hear about the important work that happens there. 

By showcasing their workplace and employees, 
infrastructure organisations will be able to promote 
the value and significance of the services they provide. 
This will enable the community to appreciate the 
services provided by those organisations and gain a 
greater understanding of how public money is spent on 
infrastructure. 

Each infrastructure organisation will be responsible for 
co-ordinating, managing and insuring their activity or tour. 
The project team will co-ordinate with organisations 
around promotion, scheduling and transport to give 
people the opportunity to visit as many organisations 
as possible during the event. The open day will be held 
across greater hobart on one day during a weekend 
in winter. Promotion of the event will be through both 
conventional and social media, leveraging on existing 
advertising and promotional activities of the organisations 
where possible.

Our plan is to develop a partnership with a local service 
organisation with a view to this event becoming an 
annual activity which can continue long past the life of 
the project.

100 Door 
snakes in  
100 Days 
PROJECT TEAM: LuCY BYRNE, STEVE hENTY, BRETT 
MCDERMOTT, DEAN MuNDEY, ALAN ROSEVEAR 
AND JuLIE wADDINgTON,

Vision: 100 Door Snakes in 100 Days is an initiative 
providing draught stoppers to disadvantaged households 
in Tasmania to encourage and assist them achieve 
energy cost savings, in a sustainable way, by utilising the 
community as a resource.

partners: Anglicare Tasmania. 

project summary: The 100 Door Snakes in 100 Days 
project will express an interest to Tasmanian craft 
associations, community groups, schools, artists and 
older persons (through retirement villages) to make 
hand knitted door snakes to be distributed to low socio 
economic housing around the state in partnership with 
Anglicare Tasmania. 

the learning set identified that they were keen to 
develop a community project in the area of sustainability 
and energy efficiency. 

Inspired by the simplicity and the success of the 
aid projects of a TLP guest speaker, this learning set 
got creative and looked at ways the group could 
complement existing initiatives across the state to 
improve energy efficiency in low income housing.

It is envisaged the project outcomes from the project will 
include; 

• Community members contributing to the energy 
efficiency of low income housing; 

• Community members having the opportunity to 
apply artistic flare to a practical item; and 

• personal, colourful, energy efficient addition to 
Anglicare managed properties. 

the project will be officially launched in february 2012 
with the door snakes being ready for distribution at the 
start of the 2012 winter season. 
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Valuing soCial 
enterprise in 
tasMania
PROJECT TEAM: IAN ADAMS, AMANDA DALY, JILL 
MAxwELL, wAYNE MuRRAYLEE. MELINDA ThOMAS 
AND MARK wATSON.

Vision: To support the development of social enterprise 
in Tasmania and enable community organisations to 
further their capacity to fulfil their mission through 
storytelling.

partners: This project supports the Tasmanian Social 
Enterprise Study, which is a partnership between the 
Tasmanian government and the university of Tasmania’s 
Institute for Regional Development

project summary: Social enterprises in Tasmania have the 
potential to generate both social inclusion and economic 
development outcomes. In order to support the 
development of this important sector, it was necessary 
to understand the characteristics of currently operating 
social enterprises.

The recent Tasmanian Social Enterprise Study (TSES) 
demonstrated this need for greater documentation 
and promotion of the social enterprise sector. Social 
Enterprises tend not to prioritise the marketing side 
of their work, as the focus is on the client needs. This 
reduces the opportunity for governments and the 
broader community to see their achievements, which in 
turn reduces the likelihood of support for the sector in 
local, state and federal budgets.

Valuing Social Enterprise in Tasmania partnered with the 
research team responsible for the TSES. As a result, a 
series of case studies showcasing the experiences of 
local social enterprises have been collected, edited 
and published. The project team are now seeking 
opportunities to resource the publication of these stories 
in electronic and hardcopy formats so that they can be 
distributed and presented broadly across Tasmania. 

launCeston 
harVest Market
PROJECT TEAM: POPPY fAY, PhILLIP DEwIS, RuTh 
fORREST NICK hADDOw, guY ROBERTSON, AND 
JO TuBB.

Vision: To contribute to the development, successful 
launch and ongoing sustainability and viability of the 
new Launceston (harvest) Community farmers’ Market 
Incorporated (harvest Launceston).

project partners: Launceston harvest Market Inc.

project summary: harvest Launceston aims to celebrate 
food and wine production in Tasmania, establishing an 
iconic genuine farmers’ market in Launceston that offers 
a high quality and well-promoted destination to the local 
community and to tourists. The market will be launched 
in Launceston on Saturday 11 february 2012, alongside 
the festivale weekend celebrations. The market will 
then be held each Saturday morning from 9am to 1pm 
throughout the year. It will only sell food and beverages 
produced in Tasmania and will be run within Australian 
farmers’ Market Association (AfMA) guidelines. 

Our Tasmanian Leaders Program (TLP) Learning Set has 
identified five key areas to which it could contribute to 
promote the ongoing success and viability of harvest 
Launceston:

• Market launch

• Administration/operations

• funding/sponsorship

• Media/social media/PR/marketing/communication

• Review/risk analysis/succession planning
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preVious 
CoMMunity 
proJeCts  
– an upDate
AS ThE PROgRAM CONCLuDES ITS fIfTh YEAR, wE ThOughT wE ShOuLD TAKE ThE OPPORTuNITY TO 
CELEBRATE SOME Of ThE SuCCESSfuL COMMuNITY PROJECTS BEINg DELIVERED BY TLP LEARNINg SETS. 

kentish 
CoMMunity 
roaD safety 
bike park
2010 TLP PARTICIPANTS: ShONA BESwICK, MARK 
JEffERSON, KACEY RuBIE AND DARRYN SMITh. 

Vision: To develop a high quality community facility that 
enables children in the Kentish area to gain road safety 
education in a practical, fun and interactive way.

update: The established Kentish Community Road 
Safety Partnership Committee had a vision to build a 
road safety bike park in the centre of sheffield. although 
they had the vision, they recognised the need to have 
significant other input to be able to fulfil this. the tlp 
graduates were therefore in a great position to join 
forces with two members of the committee to form 
a bike park project team. The two members are the 
local police officer and the community development 
officer. the tlp graduates are contributing the necessary 
elements (community project management skills, 
construction knowledge and skills, and community and 
business connections) for planning, funding and delivering 
this project. 

working as a team, the project has generated 
commitments from local businesses and organisations 
for about $53,000 worth of donated materials, labour 
and equipment. further funds of almost $27,000 have 
been committed by the Tasmanian Community fund to 
complete the project. Plans have been drawn up and 
final arrangements are proceeding with council. there 
is significant support from local schools, the aged care 
facility and many local people who will be contributing 
to the project in some way. The council have donated 
the land and will maintain the facility as one of their 
assets once completed. Construction will begin in early 
february 2012, with an anticipated completion of all 
project components by the end of the 2012 financial 
year. 

tassie trail 
Mountain bike 
Challenge 
(ttMbC)
2010 TLP PARTICIPANTS: MEg ARChER, TONIA 
gRETSChMANN AND wINTON MAhER.

Vision: To develop and run a community and activity 
based challenge in the north of the state that will make 
sustainable use of Tasmania’s natural assets to make a 
positive difference for Tasmanians through engagement 
of broader local communities to raise funds for Variety 
Australia. 

update: Due to a number of factors, largely late 
commencement of event marketing and a high price 
point, the team, in conjunction with uSM Events and 
Variety did not achieve baseline entry targets to hold 
the full–scale challenge in 2011. Instead, a promotional 
invitational ride on Day 3 of the proposed course 
(Cataract gorge) was run on wednesday 23rd 
November to showcase the event and its potential to 
key mountain bike community stakeholders and the 
press. The event was a success and this, combined with a 
revised approach for 2012 (specifically a more targeted 
marketing approach, pricing review and engagement 
of community networks), makes the team confident of 
delivering the inaugural event in November 2012 and 
ensuring its longevity. Key successes derived from the 
learning process include securing broad–based support 
for the event from key local communities (Bracknell, 
Deloraine and Devonport), Tasmanian Trail Association, 
forestry Tasmania, gunns, Meander Valley Council, Parks 
and wildlife, Launceston City Council and Devonport 
City Council.
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huMan libraries
2009 TLP PARTICIPANTS: AMANDA CASTRAY, JANE 
CROSSwELL, ANgELA DRIVER, JASON hAY, SIMON 
MATThEwS, DION LESTER, MARK PARSSEY AND 
ShERRI RINg. 

Vision: To strengthen and support the work of the 
Launceston human Libraries (LhL), who in partnership 
with Access Arts Link will co-ordinate the creation of a 
promotional seating installation.

update: The human Library is an innovative method 
designed to promote dialogue, reduce prejudices and 
encourage understanding. In its initial form the human 
Library is a mobile library set up as a space for dialogue 
and interaction. Visitors to a human Library are given the 
opportunity to speak informally with ‘people on loan’; 
this latter group being extremely varied in age, sex and 
cultural background. After several unsuccessful attempts 
to establish a hobart human Library, this 2009 Learning 
Set agreed to change course and strengthen and support 
the work of the Launceston human Libraries (LhL), who 
in partnership with Access Arts Link will co-ordinate 
the creation of permanent but transportable seating 
to be launched at an upcoming event of the LhL at 
festivale. access arts link is a not-for-profit incorporated 
association, based in Launceston that works with people 
with disabilities and differing cultural backgrounds to 
develop and showcase their artistic skills. LhL is a 
volunteer group with direct support from the Launceston 
City Council. This project was funded by the Tasmanian 
Community Support Levy. 

northern young 
professionals 
network
2007 TLP PARTICIPANTS: fIONNA BOuRNE, SuSIE 
BOwER, SAM IBBOTT, KAThERINE MIguEL, BEN 
O’DONNELL AND CRAIg PERKINS. 

Vision: To provide young professionals (aged 20–40) across 
all sectors with personal development and networking 
opportunities so that they develop a strong attachment 
with and connection to the region and state.

update: As a result of the work of the 2007 TLP 
participants, the Northern Young Professional Network 
(NYPN) was established as a sub–committee of the 
Launceston Chamber of Commerce in November 2009. 
The NYPN continues to grow and currently boasts 
nearly 100 members. Now managed by an independent 
committee, NYPN has just completed its most recent 
annual plan and is aiming to grow membership further and 
solidify its role in the local community. the benefits offered 
to members of NYPN fall into four main categories: career 
development, network development, recognition and 
professional development training.

a new MinDset
2008 TLP PARTICIPANTS: MATT DuROSE, LISA 
NELSON , MARK MASON AND STuART SMITh. 

Vision: To collaborate with the Ozhelp foundation to 
develop and pilot a mental health and wellbeing support 
framework for businesses within the Tasmanian community, 
in order to improve support for and awareness of 
the mental health and wellbeing needs of Tasmanian 
employees. and employers.

update: The end result of a partnership with the suicide 
prevention organisation Ozhelp Tasmania foundation 
was the development and production of A New Mindset 
framework and associated resource kit. The kit offers a 
range of strategies designed to build productivity in the 
workplace by improving awareness and support for the 
mental health and wellbeing needs of employers and 
employees. This project has developed and implemented 
a subsequent course – Connecting with Mental Health 
and Wellbeing in the Workplace – a four-hour workshop 
that provides practical skills for individuals to look 
after themselves and others. a benefit of the project is 
increased revenue to the Ozhelp foundation through fee-
for-service activities generated by the framework. 

sMart power 
2009 TLP PARTICIPANTS: JAN BATChELOR, JENNY 
EDIS, MEgAN MORSE, COREY PETERSON, NARELLE 
SMITh, STuART wIggINS AND STEVE wILLINg.

Vision: Energy meters will be installed in low income 
homes to allow the tenants to make informed decisions 
about their energy use, change their behaviours and gain 
some control over their costs. Tenants’ energy use and 
attitudes and behaviours will be assessed.

update: working in partnership with housing Tasmania, 
Sustainable Living Tasmania, Clipsal, hazell Brothers and 
glen Dix Electrical this project has installed 44 meters 
in low income homes in the hobart area, including five 
neighbourhood houses as a way of promoting the project. 
The Learning Set is currently in the process of obtaining 
the previous energy use data from Aurora and comparing 
the energy use at the end of the trial period. Stay tuned 
for the results. 
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skillsbank
Skillsbank provides high level volunteer services 
and advice to community groups and not-for-profit 
organisations to support their successful development 
and impact. The enthusiastic and professional volunteers 
are drawn from the graduates of the pre-eminent 
Tasmanian Leaders Program as part of their ongoing 
commitment to contribute to the Tasmanian community. 

graduates of the Program can offer a wide range 
of skills, knowledge, interests and experience across 
many industries and sectors and they have a high level 
of awareness of global, national and local issues and 
trends.  Their range of skills can be applied in a variety of 
contexts:

• board membership, development and/or 
governance advice

• guest speaking and facilitation

• mentoring for staff, volunteers or clients

• business development and strategic planning 

• organisational review and change management

not-for-profit organisations with a specific need for 
project assistance or advice can approach the Skillsbank 
coordinator to help find an appropriate tlp volunteer.  
we will connect them with one or more people who 
we think could help them meet their needs, absolutely 
free. Skillsbank runs each project, arranges introductions, 
provides support to the TLP Volunteer and monitors the 
outcomes. 

Skillsbank gives preference to requests that:

• demonstrably add value to your organisation and 
to the Tasmanian community

• best utilise the professional skills and experience of 
the TLP graduates in supporting your organisation’s 
staff or members with your project

• offer opportunities for the continual learning and 
development of TLP graduates

skillsbank  
steering CoMMittee
SARAh hENTY (until June 2011)

NATALIE hAYES (from June 2011) Skillsbank 
Coordinator, Tasmanian Leaders

LIz JACK Deputy Secretary, Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism & the Arts

KATE gROOM Principal,  
groom Consulting

STEVE wILLINg (TLP ‘09) Coordinator Organisational 
Development, Tasmania fire Service

MAREE fuDgE (TLP ‘07)  
Principal, RDS Partners Pty Ltd

skillsbank proJeCts
Projects currently underway or recently completed:

saVe the ChilDren australia (tasManian 
DiVision) Marketing strategy
To provide strategic advice on the most effective and 
efficient way to market the 2011 save the children 
Australia (Tasmanian division) calendar of events.
TLP Project Volunteer: JANE CROSSwELL

sustainable liVing  
tasMania sliDe proJeCt
To provide strategic advice and assistance with 
developing a business plan and a marketing plan for 
a Sustainable Living Information and Demonstration 
Exhibition.
TLP Project Volunteer: JASON uNwIN

resourCe work  
Co-operatiVe soCiety ltD
to deliver advice on mediation, conflict resolution 
and communication training for board members, co-
ordinators and hR staff so that they may be better 
equipped to address instances of workplace conflict in 
the future.
TLP Project Volunteer: MIChELLE SwALLOw

forwarD raDio
To assist with the start-up of a radio station focused on 
mental health and well-being.
TLP Project Volunteer: ChRISTOPhER JOhN

stuDentworks
A board position for someone with a background in 
human Resources and Industrial Relations, with a view to 
updating the organisations’ position descriptions, policies 
and procedures and production strategies in 2012.
TLP Project Volunteer: wAYNE MuRRAYLEE

And some that are just getting started now…

karinya young woMen’s serViCe
To deliver advice and guidance on the re-development 
of the organisation’s position descriptions and to build 
an organisational structure which ensures the long term 
sustainability of Karinya in a rapidly changing work sector.                                                          

ViCe ChanCellor’s leaDership awarD/
skillsbank Mentor prograM
to help tasmania’s young leaders find their place in the 
community as they make the transition from university 
to work.

Natalie Hayes, 
Skillsbank  
Co-ordinator
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David O’Byrne MHA
Tom O’Meara
John Pitt
Martin Rees
Heather Rose
Kathryn Thomas
Judy Tierney
Albert van Zetten
Mike Vertigan AC
Malcolm White
Don Wing
Rob Woolley

2011 leaDership 
ChaMpions
we would like to thank the following 
individuals for their involvement as one of our 
valued Leadership Champions for the 2011 
Tasmanian Leaders Program.

Jane Bennett
Richard Bovill
Neroli Ellis
Michael Field AC
Lara Giddings MHA
Matthew Groom MHA
Peter Gutwein MHA
Colleen McGann
Norm McIlfatrick
Robyn Moore
Christine Mucha
Dan Norton
Felicity Novy

ju
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thank you
TASMANIAN LEADERS wISh TO ThANK ThE fOLLOwINg  
fOR ThEIR wORK AND SuPPORT IN 2011.

supporters of 
partiCipants
Anglicare Tasmania Inc.
Blundstone Australia
Bruny Island Cheese Co.
Cradle Coast Authority
Cradle Mountain water
Department of health  
and human Services
Department of Justice  
– Community Corrections
hazell Bros group Pty Ltd
KPMg
Mount gnomon farm
Net Sea freight Tasmania Pty Ltd
pitt&sherry
Relationships Australia Tasmania
Royal hobart hospital
Southern Cross Care (Tas) Inc.
Tasmanian Theatre Company
Tasmanian fire Service
The Skills Institute
university of Tasmania
Volunteering Tasmania

tlp 2011 
partiCipant 
seleCtion
SIMON BOOT Program Manager,  
Tasmanian Leaders Inc.

BOB CAMPBELL Chair, Tasmania 
Together Progress Board

ANgELA DRIVER (TLP ’09) 
general Manager,  
Junction Arts festival

STEPhEN PIPER (TLP ’09) Regional 
Business Improvement Manager, 
Simplot Australia 

gINNA wEBSTER (TLP ’08) 
Director, Community Corrections, 
Department of Justice

STEVE wILLINg (TLP ’09) 
Coordinator Organisational 
Development, Tasmania fire Service

IAN NELSON (TLP ’07) general 
Manager - human Resources,  
huon Aquaculture group

tlp aluMni  
sub-CoMMittee
gINNA wEBSTER (TLP ’08) Chair

AMANDA CASTRAY (TLP ’09)  
Vice Chair

fIONNA BOuRNE (TLP ’08) Secretary

JOhN RALPh (TLP ’07) Treasurer

KAThERINE MIguEL (TLP ’08)

LOuISE MILLS (TLP ’07)

ShERRI RINg (TLP ’09)

TED ROSS (TLP ‘08)

ANDY VAN EMMERIK (TLP ’10)

STEVE wILLINg (TLP ’09)

leaDership 
ChaMpions
Tasmanian Leaders Inc. is very grateful to have the support 
and commitment of many prominent Tasmania leaders from all 
sectors of public life (business, industry, the arts, public sector, 
politics and the community) and from all regions of Tasmania. A 
group of these have agreed to be Leadership Champions. 

The role of Leadership Champions is:
To help, enable, and encourage emerging Tasmanian leaders to 
make a difference – to contribute to the community and to 
help make Tasmania a better place in which to live, work and do 
business.

To help Tasmanian Leaders Inc. to:
• promote and support the program across their own 

networks;
• share their knowledge and experiences with the 

participants;
• select and mentor participants;
• develop the TLP Alumni network; and
• develop regional (North, North west & South) leadership 

networks.

Through their support these Leadership Champions ensure 
participants, their sponsor employers and the Tasmanian 
community receive maximum benefit from the program. 
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JOHn PeRRy (cHaiR)
John recently joined American Airlines on their fast track 
leadership program after having completed his MBA at the 
university of Cambridge. he currently manages Europe 
Business Planning for the airline. Previously John was 
head of Innovation and Enterprise for one of London’s 
largest universities, where he and his team facilitated and 
developed the university’s commercial activity. Prior to this 
career transition, he was a senior corporate transactions 
lawyer with a ‘top-10’ London headquartered international 
law firm having earlier been a partner with a large 
australasian firm. he is a barrister and solicitor of the 
high Court and various Supreme Courts of Australia, and 
is a Solicitor of England and wales.

antHea PRitcHaRd (dePuty cHaiR)
Anthea is the group Marketing & Sales Executive 
for Blundstone, responsible for product and market 
development across the group. Blundstone is the iconic 
Australian boot sold around the world. Prior to this role 
she was employed within the Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts, in various roles, 
culminating in the position of Director Antarctic Tasmania, 
Science and Research. Anthea has also previously been 
employed as Marketing Manager for J. Boag & Son, 
Australia’s premium brewer, where she was responsible for 
the development of the Boag’s brand portfolio, including 
James Boag’s Premium, Boag’s St george, Boag’s Classic 
Blonde and the development of the Boag’s Centre for 
Beer Lovers, (Boag’s tourism venture). She is a fellow 
of the Australian Marketing Institute, and was awarded 
Tasmanian Marketer of the Year in 2007.

Gillian BiscOe
gillian works with Brian Lewis co-designing and co-
facilitating the TLP Residentials. gillian is Executive Director 
of the Bellettes Bay Company Pty Ltd, is on the Tasmanian 
government’s honour Roll of women, is an Executive 
Associate of JTA International, and is a graduate of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors, the university 
of New South wales, and the university of California 
at San francisco. She has held several chief executive 
positions and now consults locally, nationally, regionally 
and globally on a range of policy, strategy, governance, 
leadership, management and organisational issues.

ROBeRt (BOB) caMPBell
Bob is a director of groupwork, a facilitation company 
that aims to help groups move from uncertainty to 
purpose. he began his career in human resource 
management and was actively involved in recruitment, 
policy development, training and industrial relations. he 
then moved to general management, providing leadership 
in strategic and operational planning, organisational design, 
team building and facilitation. his industry experience 
includes retailing, property management, forestry and local 
government. from 1993 to 2003 he was the general 
manager of launceston city council leading significant city 
development and organisational change.

lOu claRK
Lou started her career in the legal profession in 1991, 
although quickly transitioned from law into a sales 
and marketing role in media. She worked for fourteen 
years for wIN Television in senior positions in sales and 
marketing, including the position of Launceston Manager 
for seven years. for the past three years she has been 
the executive officer of the launceston chamber of 

tli 
boarD  
MeMbers
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Commerce, overseeing the day to day to operations 
of the highly successful and independent business 
based membership organisation. Lou has been involved 
with festivale, one of the State’s premier food and 
wine events for ten years and is the current Chair 
of the Launceston festivale Committee Inc. She is a 
past President and current member of Tamar Sunrise 
Rotary Club. Lou is a committee member of Regional 
Development Australia (Tasmania) and on the board of 
management of Scotch Oakburn College. Lou is also a 
founding member of Bravehearts Regional Committee – 
Tasmania. 

liZ JacK
Liz is the Deputy Secretary, Culture, Recreation 
and Sport within the Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts, a position she has 
held since mid-2009. She most recently held the position 
of Deputy Secretary, Enterprise Development within 
the department, after a four year period as Director of 
Sport and Recreation Tasmania, with responsibility for the 
overall development and delivery of sport and recreation 
infrastructure, programs and services within Tasmania.

BRian leWis
Brian works with the Tasmanian Leaders participants 
during the Residentials of the program. The rest of 
the time he works in management consulting across 
a range of industries and countries and has worked in 
management consulting since the late 1980s across the 
public, private and not-for-profit sectors in a range of 
industries in australia, Great britain, the us, asia pacific 
and New zealand. Prior to consulting, he worked for 
a number of Australian government departments. 
Brian has a long term commitment to leadership and 
management development that shows benefits for 
individuals, their organisations and society as a whole. 
he sees leadership in its broadest sense and not merely 
conferred by role or job.

ian nelsOn (tlP BOaRd MeMBeR 
until June 2011)
Ian is currently general Manager – human Resources 
for huon Aquaculture group. Previously, Ian held 
positions as Manager of human Resources for Transend 
Networks Pty Ltd, Tasmania’s electricity transmission 
network operator, and as Manager human Resources 
with Clarence City Council in hobart. Ian has broad 
experience in industrial and employee relations, 
health and safety management, and development of 
employment related programs that support sustainable 
work environments for employers and their employees. 
Ian’s experience also includes senior management roles 
focused on strategic and business planning. 

Ginna WeBsteR
As the Director of Community Corrections (Tasmania), 
ginna has overall responsibility for the strategic direction 
of the agency working with offenders on community-
based orders to reduce re-offending and contribute to 
a safer Tasmania. ginna has almost ten years’ experience 
in Corrective Services and between 2005 and 2008 
she managed the transition to the new Risdon Prison 
Complex in hobart. Prior to joining the Department 
of Justice, ginna worked with the Australian Customs 
Service for over 18 years in Tasmania, the Northern 
Territory, New South wales and the ACT. ginna 
graduated from the Tasmanian Leaders Program in 2008 
and is currently Chair of the Alumni.
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Renee anderson (‘07)
People Manager Distribution 
Business
Aurora Energy 

Janine arnold (‘07)
Business Development Manager – 
Strategy
Aurora Energy 

tim Bishop (‘07)
Corporate Account Manager – food 
& beverage Group pacific
Ecolab 

Julia curtis (‘07)
Assistant Director
unit & frame Infrastructure and 
Business Register unit Environment 
and Agriculture BSC and BRu
Australian Bureau of Statistics 

andrew Frost (‘07)
Manager Carr Villa Memorial Park / 
Management Support Launceston 
Travel and Information Centre
Launceston City Council 

Maree Fudge (‘07)
Principal
RDS Partners Pty Ltd 

Kiros Hiruy (‘07)
PhD Candidate, Institute for Regional 
Development
university of Tasmania 

christopher John (‘07)
chief executive officer
Lifeline hobart 

Wayne Johnson (‘07)
adviser, office of the hon david 
O’Byrne MP 

Glenn Joyce (‘07)
chief financial officer
St Lukes health 

tom lewis (‘07)
Principal
RDS Partners Pty Ltd 

suzanne Martin (‘07)
Veterinarian

Zach Mcarthur (‘07)
Principal, whK 

louise Mills (‘07)
Deputy Director Corporate Services, 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 

ian nelson (‘07)
general Manager – human 
Resources
huon Aquaculture group Pty Ltd 

John Ralph (‘07)
Client Manager
northern regional office
Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts

sandie silva (‘07)
Internal Communication Manager
Aurora Energy 

Michelle swallow (‘07)
Director, Leadership and Change 
Consultants Pty Ltd 

Jason unwin (‘07)
Managing Director
workforce health Assessors 

deidre Wilson (‘07)
Acting Director, Agricultural Policy 
group
Department of Primary Industries, 
Parks, water and Environment 

Fionna Bourne (‘08)
Manager (Policy and Conservation 
Assessment)
Department of Primary Industries, 
Parks, water and Environment 

susie Bower (‘08)
Community Development and 
Services Manager
Dorset Council 

celia Bray (‘08)
Consultant
Omni Consulting and Coaching 

vanessa cox (‘08)
Company Director
Necessary group 

Matt durose (‘08)
Acting Director, eVisitor 

liila Hass (‘08)
Owner, Liila hass Naturopathy 

sam ibbott (‘08)
Director, Marine Solutions 

natasha Keep (‘08)
Manager , Business and Community 
Pty Ltd, Management Consultants

Mark Mason (‘08)
Principal Policy Analyst
Department of health and human 
Services 

Katherine Miguel (‘08)
Business Manager, Klimate Solutions 

lisa nelson (‘08)
environmental officer
grange Resources 

Joe O’Byrne (‘08)
Manager – Northern Tasmania
fairbrother group 

Ben O’donnell (‘08)
Business Improvement Manager
Rio Tinto Diamonds 

craig Perkins (‘08)
chief executive officer
Regional Development Australia 
(Tasmania) 

John Ranicar (‘08)
Managing Director
ranicar pacific pty ltd 

ted Ross (‘08)
Director Infrastructure Services
Meander Valley Council 

stuart smith (‘08)
general Manager Client Services
Launceston City Mission 

Ginna Webster (‘08)
Director, Community Corrections
Department of Justice 

stuart auckland (‘09)
Program Coordinator (Rural health), 
university of Tasmania 

Jan Batchelor (‘09)
Principal Policy Analyst
Department of Education 

Janet carty (‘09)
Executive Manager health Transport
Ambulance Tasmania, Department of 
health and human Services 

amanda castray (‘09)
Small Business Development 
Director
Department of Economic 
Development, Tourism and the Arts 

Brendan charles (‘09)
IT Service Delivery Manager
federal group 

louise clark (‘09)
Community Relations Specialist
Rio Tinto Alcan 

Jane crosswell (‘09)
CEO, YMCA hobart

angela driver (‘09)
general Manager
Tasmanian Leaders Inc. 

Jenny edis (‘09)
President
Launceston harvest Inc 

Jason Hay (‘09)
Operations Manager
Klimate Solutions 

dion lester (‘09)
Team Leader – Planning & 
Environment
pitt&sherry 

simon Matthews (‘09)
Executive Director
Christian Schools Tasmania 

Zac McGee (‘09)
Production Manager
Spring Bay Seafoods 

andrew Moore (‘09)
Principal, Roseneath Primary School
Department of Education 

Megan Morse (‘09)
Director of Allied & Community 
health Services
Bairnsdale Regional health Service 

Mark Parssey (‘09)
Enterprise Application & Information 
Integrator
Department of Infrastructure, Energy 
and Resources 

corey Peterson (‘09)
Sustainability Manager
university of Tasmania 

stephen Piper (‘09)
Business Improvement Manager
Rio Tinto mine at gove in the 
Northern Territory 

sherri Ring (‘09)
Business Owner/Manager
Energy health Concepts 

narelle smith (‘09)
State Coordinator Chronic 
Conditions Prevention and 
Management, Department of health 
and human Services 

stuart Wiggins (‘09)
general Manager
VEC Civil Engineering Pty Ltd 

steve Willing (‘09)
Coordinator Organisational 
Development
Tasmania fire Service 

Meg archer (‘10)
executive support, office of the 
Dean of Education
faculty of Education, university of 
Tasmania 

ian Beswick (‘10)
Logistics Superintendent
Simplot Australia 

shona Beswick (‘10)
Director
Beswick Administration & Training 

Rebecca Gray (‘10)
Vocational Education and Training 
officer
work & Training 

Jo Gregg (‘10)
Senior Engineer/Project Manager
SEMf Pty Ltd 

tonia Gretschmann (‘10)
Princpal
The Paper Shed 

sam Horsman (‘10)
Manager, KPMg 

clynton Jaffray (‘10)
Business Manager
university of Tasmania 

Mark Jefferson (‘10)
Manager Tasmania
Sims Metal Management 

Win Mahar (‘10)
chief financial officer
pitt&sherry

simon Paul (‘10)
Coordinator
Clarendon Vale Neighbourhood 
Centre Inc 

suzanne Purdon (‘10)
project development officer
Murdoch Childrens Research 
Institute 

alan Radford (‘10)
Managing Director
Speedfox Consultancy Pty Ltd 

Kacey Rubie (‘10)
Acting Manager Community 
Nutrition unit
Community Nutrition unit, 
Population health, Department of 
health and human Services 

Cat Schofield (‘10)
Strategic Nurse Coordinator
Mental health Services, Department 
of health and human Services 

Michael sims (‘10)
Principal, Arbour health 

natasha slicer (‘10)

darryn smith (‘10)
Manager North west Tasmania
fairbrother Pty Ltd 

andrew truscott (‘10)
Manager Environmental Sustainability
Ben Lomond water 

andy van emmerik (‘10)
Principal Program Development 
Engineer, Department of 
Infrastructure, Energy and Resources 

tlp aluMni
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tlp aluMni  
sub-CoMMittee 
report
Congratulations to all the graduates of the 2011 
tasmanian leaders program. it is very exciting to see 
our alumni membership growing and we look forward 
to seeing new faces at our events across the state.

the tasmanian leaders program alumni was developed 
in 2007 with the aim of sustaining the involvement 
of graduates in ways which complemented the aims 
and objectives of the program. it is our hope that 
program graduates become financial members of 
the alumni as it is our main source of income and 
directly enhances our capacity to provide and facilitate 
ongoing opportunities for personal and professional 
development, to further participate in community 
leadership and to engage in networking with other 
graduates and social activities. 

the 2011–2012 alumni sub-committee currently 
comprises ginna webster (Chair), amanda Castray 
(Vice Chair), fionna bourne (secretary), John ralph 
(treasurer), katherine Miguel, sherri ring, andy 
Van emmerik and steve willing. the committee was 
fortunate that louise Mills and ted ross continued 
their significant involvement in sub-committee activities 
beyond the annual general meeting in May. thank you 
and congratulations to all sub-committee members 
for successfully executing alumni responsibilities while 
juggling work and family commitments. 

over the past 12 months the successful lunch with 
a leader series continued in launceston with an 
interesting variety of local leaders including Martin 
gilmore, richard Mulvaney, Jan Davis, richard Cowling, 
thomas o’Meara, Don wing, ian pidd, robert 
wallace and tony powell. i would particularly like to 
thank andrew frost for his ongoing commitment in 
organising such a popular event. 

in hobart there have been further Breakfast of 
Champions events with inspiring leaders from across 
the globe. in March we hosted tom benyon, founder 
of Zane – Zimbabwe a national emergency – which 
provides charity to all sectors of the community in 
Zimbabwe; and in June we heard from Dr ernesto 
Sirolli, a noted authority in the field of sustainable 
economic development. Closer to home, andrew 
wilkie Mp told his leadership story at a breakfast in 
July. thanks to amanda Castray, ted ross, sherri ring 
and angela Driver for their work with the breakfasts.

since 2009 the alumni sub-Committee has organised 
an annual gathering of members and reached new 
heights with the 2011 Congress which was held in 
launceston in conjunction with the launch of skillsbank. 
the Congress included speakers from interstate as 
well as an opportunity for members to undertake 
the ‘brilliant boards’ training facilitated by patrick 
Moriarty of our Community. i would particularly like 
to thank shona beswick and angela Driver, as well as 
all members of the sub-committee for their hard work 
and dedication – it was a fantastic effort with fantastic 
results.

the Congress, like all our regular events, provides 
a great opportunity to reconnect with old friends 
and meet new ones and in 2012 we look forward to 
welcoming the 2011 graduating class to our Congress 
in hobart in July.

2011 also saw the alumni continue the tradition of 
attending the mid-year retreat at freycinet lodge to 
meet current participants and talk to them formally – 
and most importantly informally over dinner – about 
the role of the alumni. this has been very successful 
in the past and i would like to thank gillian biscoe and 
brian lewis for arranging time on the agenda for us. 

over the last twelve months the alumni has enjoyed 
a more integrated relationship with tli thanks in no 
small part to the efforts of general Manager angela 
Driver and skillsbank Co-ordinators sarah henty and 
natalie hayes. i would like to thank them for their 
support to the alumni and for generally making my life 
easier! in 2012 we are looking forward to partnerships 
with the TLP that benefit both current participants and 
alumni. 

i would also like to thank John perry and members 
of the tli board for their generous support of our 
activities and acknowledge their commitment to the 
alumni with my appointment to the board in august 
2011. 

in 2011, with our numbers growing, the sub-
Committee took the time to review our vision to make 
sure that we focus our energy on issues and events 
that are strategically important to our members. as a 
result we have a clear vision of what we would like to 
achieve as we move into the next phase of the alumni. 

the graduates of the 2011 tasmanian leaders program 
should feel proud of all they have achieved over 
the last twelve months and i am sure there will be 
many exciting opportunities for them in the future. 
as a member of the alumni, those opportunities will 
increase and we will be joined by another group of 
diverse, inspirational and talented leaders.

ginna webster 
Chair,  alumni sub-Committee 
January, 2012
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Like pitt&sherry, the Tasmanian Leaders Program recognises 
the importance of belief, and applying the right attitude, in 
the development of one’s leadership. This is fundamental to 
why pitt&sherry has continued to sponsor the program over a 
number of years. pitt&sherry’s sponsorship of the Tasmanian 
Leaders Program continues to contribute to the development of 
current and future leaders, with around 
50 leaders directly benefiting and 
contributing to the ongoing economic, 
environmental and social development 
of Tasmania. To pitt&sherry, this is 
leadership and sustainable thinking in 
practice.

Hobart | Launceston | Devonport

1300 748 874
www.pittsh.com.au

pitt&sherry

“Whether you think you can, 
or think you can’t,  
you’re probably right!” 
Henry Ford

45135_p&s leaders ad.indd   1 20/12/11   2:57 PM

Leading 
the way...

  ...by reforming 
Tasmania’s water & 

sewerage services

Congratulations to all participants in the         
Tasmanian Leaders Program

Skillsbank
ACCESS fREE, hIgh-LEVEL  
ASSISTANCE fOR YOuR  
COMMuNITY ORgANISATION TODAY!

Skillsbank volunteers, drawn from our 
growing pool of talented Alumni, have a 
wide range of skills, knowledge, interests 
and experience across many industries 
and sectors who are available to help you 
develop your organisation!  

Our Co-ordinator is ready to match 
you with the right TLP graduate and 
can be contacted at skillsbank@
tasmanianleaders.org.au  
or 03 6237 6440.



our partners
TASMANIAN LEADERS gRATEfuLLY ACKNOwLEDgES ThE SuPPORT  
Of ThE fOLLOwINg  VALuED PARTNERS.

goVernMent partner
Tasmanian Leaders Program is made possible by the 
foundation support of the Tasmanian government, 
through the Department of Economic Development, 
Tourism & the Arts.

MaJor partners
for financial or other support at the major partner level

prograM partners
for financial or other support at the  
Program Partner level

 

2011 prograM supporters

skillsbank partners

for support of a Tasmanian Leaders Program session or event

Salamanca Arts Centre
Queen Victoria Museum and Art 
gallery
hartz Mineral water
gagebrook Community Centre
St Vincent de Paul

Terrapin Puppet Theatre
Tasmanian Regional Arts
hydro Tasmania
Tasmania Prison Service
Josef Chromy wines
Aurora Stadium

university of Tasmania
Parliament house
fine Drop wines
RACT
Poco People
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Cradle Mountain
Chateau

Strahan Village

Country Club 
Tasmania

    Wrest Point
The Henry Jones Art Hotel

Saffi re Freycinet
Freycinet Lodge

To make enquiries about holding your next conference, planning 
session or business event at any Federal Group Tasmania property
Call: 03 6225 7560
Email: conference.sales@federalgroup.com.au
Visit: www.federalgroup.com.au

Federal Group Tasmania proudly supports the Tasmanian Leaders Program in the vision 
of developing the State’s emerging leaders.

Tasmania, one amazing island
seven unique properties 

19507

The Henry Jones Art Hotel

Strahan Village

Wrest Point

Freycinet Lodge

Country Club Tasmania

Saffi re Freycinet

Cradle Mountain Chateau



www.tasmanianleaders.org.au
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